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ABSTRACT
I architecture definition and
·1 risk reduction phase of ·I
Throughout• the
the Second Generation

Reusable Launch Vehicle (2GRLV) Program, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) is faced with refining their requirements for human space transportation. Design
Reference Missions defined during the Space Transportation Architecture Studies (STAS) asked
for Space Shuttle-like capabilities with improved safety and lower costs. If a crewed Space
• I

., needs, it has the potential to
Transport (ST) is designed to meet NASA's crewed space flight
drive the rated lift of a Second Generation Reusable Launch System. In order to reach a 2GRLV

. fully understand how their unique
Full Scale Development decision by mid-decade, NASA ,must
requirements affect the entire space transportation system. The capability to perform ST trade
studies quickly can show the cost (in weight) of NASA-unique requirements and technologies,
allowing NASA to make a more informed decision earlier. The Lockheed Martin Space
Transport Weights & Sizing Tool provides this capability.
The Tool is a parametric model that predicts ST size and
•I weight for specified
requirements (crew number, mission duration, OMS delta-v, payload weight, etc.) and
configuration choices (fuselage diameter, propellants, system redundancy and more). It enables

trade studies on total vehicle functionality as well as subsystem details. Improvements have been

made to this Tool over that.. past ten months, increasing its utility even further. Configuration
choices have been added that allow the user look beyond the way in which missions are
•

.,

• I

'

,_

performed today. These improvements also improve the fidelity of the Tool, making the
predictions more viable.

,. lines I·have been plotted to show the effects of variations in the inputs
A number of trend
described above. Though these trends are largely based on a Shuttle-heritage system, some basic

..

- ... for ST growth can be concluded. ST Gross Lift-Off Weight (GLOW) for this type
rules of thumb
·•· ~2.5 lb per pound of Unpressurized Cargo. Increases in GLOW due to
of system increases

.. delta-v can be predicted based on propellant choice. Vehicle growth attributed to
additional OMS
increases in steady state power requirements, mission duration and system redundancy have also
been explored.
The ability to quickly assess the size and weights for Space Transports of various

-

configuration choices and requirements allows the user to generate a pool of possible vehicles on
..

I

which to perform functional trade studies. These trades can help NASA better understand the
cost of specific requirements.

vii
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1.0 Introduction

1.1

..

..,._ Statement
L..a.•
Problem

• I
Throughout I.
the architecture definition
and risk reduction phase of the Second Generation

Reusable Launch Vehicle (2GRLV) Program, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

., their requirements for human
J..(NASA) is faced with refining
space transportation. As the

..

., directs NASA to develop smaller, more
I'
National Space Policy
capable spacecraft, challenges

..

'
arise. Design Reference Missions
(DRMs) defined during
' , the Space Transportation Architecture

,,

.
., with improved
Studies (STAS) asked for Space Shuttle-like capabilities
safety and lower costs.

Innovative architectures are required to launch both pressurized and unpressurized cargo at lower
launch prices while providing crew survivability over all flight regimes.
The differences between commercial launch needs and NASA-unique mission

., •

I· in rated• Ilift to Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
requirements can often be I._
measured in weight, specifically

..

If a crewed Space Transport (ST) is designed to meet NASA's crewed space flight needs, it has

..... rated lift of a Second Generation Reusable Launch System. This
the potential to drive the

••if�
translates
directly to nonrecurring Design, Development, Test & Evaluation Costs as well as

"
recurring Operations
Costs.
I ' NASA
In order to reach a 2GRLV Full Scale Development decision by mid-decade [1],

. .. .. ' how their unique requirements affect the entire space transportation
must fully understand

., . can show the cost (in weight) of
system. The capability to perform ST trade studies quickly
r ' NASA to make a more informed decision
NASA-unique requirements and technologies, allowing

-

..

'This saves them
•
•· both time and money. For this reason,
I •Lockheed Martin Reusable Space
earlier.

.

.
•
..
Transportation
Systems
has created a Space Transport
Weights and Sizing Tool. Improvements

and increased functionality have been added to this Tool over the last ten months to better

..

.

understand the ST trade space and to explore how varying requirements and technologies affect

.. system.
"..> the
.• total launch
both the ST and

..

1.'improvements made to this Tool will be discussed
.•
The
in
" such a manner
,· as to protect

• Proprietary or Limited Rights
.
l Data. In most instances, the 'mass
Lockheed• IMartin
estimating
,1

• 1"

relationship (MER) used for a particular component will not be disclosed, but the way in which it

..

. ..

is utilized in the
l broad scope of the Tool will be presented. Possible and recently enabled trade
.. demonstrate
� ,to
• the Tool's
studies will also be discussed with example trend lines plotted

capability.

1

A decision statement and a set of functional objectives have been established to
demonstrate how the Tool can be used to evaluate the consequences of various configuration
decisions and choices. A Kepner-Tregoe (K-T) decision analysis has been performed to score ten
vehicles evaluated against these objectives. Knowing the Tool inputs that generated the ten

"
vehicles in the trade space, the risks and/or adverse consequences
associated with the top-scoring
vehicles have been discussed to make a balanced decision.
Finally, based on the trend lines and K-T analysis results, the paper is concluded by
identifying the major Space Transport weight and size drivers. The incremental effects of the
major drivers are discussed and summarized.
1.2

1.2.1

Background

Second Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle Program
When the NASA began the operation of the Space Transportation System (STS), or

Space Shuttle, the vehicle's service life was intended to end by 2002, after twenty years of flight.
It was envisioned that a replacement vehicle would be designed and developed by that time, a
vehicle that would be cheaper and safer to operate. The challenges involved in such an
undertaking are many, and so are the risks.
In August of 1994, the National Space Transportation Policy directed NASA to take on
the sole responsibility of reusable launch vehicle (RLV) development, with the Department of
Defense (DoD) responsible for expendable launch vehicle (ELV) development. The NSTP stated
that NASA would make a decision on the development of a Second Generation Reusable Launch
Vehicle by the end of the 1990s [1,2]. In 1996, the National Space Policy reaffirmed the
dedication of the United States to developing new launch systems. The Policy provides a number
of directions and guidelines to NASA, including the reduction of cost of current space
transportation systems, while improving reliability, operability and safety [3].
In an attempt to jumpstart reusable space transportation technology and reduce the risks
involved in development of a new transportation architecture, NASA funded a number of testbed
■ were
programs over the last decade, such as the X-33, X-34 and X-37. Often, programs

terminated based on cost or schedule overruns. Others could not acquire additional funding
because of their perceived high risk, especially in the shadow of the expanding International
Space Station budget.
During this same time frame, NASA also funded a series of risk reduction and
architecture development studies, performed by industry members. During the Space

2

fl •
Transportation Architecture Studies (STAS, four phases spanning
fall 1998 to summer 2000),

NASA brought forward its goals for the Second Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle as
guidelines: 1) Reduce the risk of loss of crew to approximately 1 in 10,000 missions, and 2)
Lower the cost to launch payloads into Low-Earth orbit to less than $1000 per pound. It was
proposed that achieving these goals, with NASA as the primary customer, industry could develop
such a system and profitably operate the system in the commercial market. Commercial launch
market forecasts fluctuate, proving that collaboration is necessary if NASA, DoD and commercial
needs are to be met. "Government investment is required to bridge the gap to enable industry to
close their business cases. Private industry will not and cannot make adequate investments in
space transportation risk reduction and technologies. [1]"

...

In 1999, the NASA created the Integrated Space Transportation Plan (ISTP) as its "long
range investment strategy for safer, more reliable, and less expensive access to space [4]." This

' ' operated
.
plan provides the basis for planning and decisions leading to a commercially owned and

2GRLV. It was developed based on national space policy, the results of the STAS, and lessons
learned from recent technology demonstrators and existing launch systems. The three major

the

'
are 1) Space Shuttle Safety Upgrades, 2) Space Launch
programs encompassed by . ISTP
•

4

Initiative and 3) 3rc1 Generation RLV Technologies Development [1]. The primary focus of ISTP,
the Space Launch Initiative (SLI), has been developed as the ·near-term business plan for NASA
and its industry partners. SLI is continuing to support risk reduction and architecture
development studies to support a 2GRLV, and plans to enable full-scale development of a new,
more reliable, less expensive transportation system by the middle of this decade [4].
1.2.2

Lockheed Martin Space Transport Weights & Sizing Tool
R. Todd Sullivan originally created the ST Weights & Sizing Tool during Lockheed

Martin's involvement in the Space Transportation Architecture Studies. This original parametric
model scaled a tailless delta wing-body Space Transport against a reference vehicle based on
inputs such as number of crew, mission duration, total delta-V and amount of payload. The
reference vehicle used during STAS was the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Parameters used included
wing loading, tail volume coefficients, Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS)
baseline, and g-loads. Algorithms were researched or written to scale the numerous vehicle
subsystems, and then mass estimating relationships were applied to size the vehicle.
As part of Lockheed Martin's participation
in the SLI Phase I architecture definition and
·1
risk reduction studies, a number of ST point designs are being developed in detail. These point

3

designs are used to refine the capability of the Tool to accurately predict the weight and sizing of
off-design configurations. Each of these designs is used as the reference vehicle in a parametric
Tool. So anchored, the Tool becomes a very powerful method of assessing the sensitivity of the
ST weight and configuration to variation in requirements. The ST detailed point designs, and
many of the technology choices associated with them, are protected under a Limited Data Rights
agreement between Lockheed Martin and NASA. For the purpose of this paper, a wing-body
parametric will be used, similar to that created under STAS, but implementing the improvements
made since then.
1.3

...

Assumptions and Nomenclature
For the purposes of this paper, a Space Transport (ST) is defined as a crewed spacecraft

lifted to LEO by some launch system. Once on orbit, the ST is self-sufficient for some mission
duration plus contingency. It provides its own power, envi�°.nmental control, guidance and

navigation, orbital maneuvering capability and consumables.
At completion of the mission, the
..

ST re-enters the atmosphere, glides toward Earth unpowered and lands on a runway like the
Shuttle Orbiter. It may or may not carry payload or have a payload bay.

�.
A Crew Escape Module (CEM) is defined
as a pod containing the flight deck, which
carries the crew away from the ST and/or launch vehicle in the case of a catastrophic failure. The
pod may or may not have the capability to fly under power. If the pod has no propulsive
,_ . have a propulsion
capability, it acts as a safe haven that separates from the ST. If the pod does

system, that system provides thrust for a specified escape acceleration and bum time. The pod
deploys parachutes and splashes down in the ocean, much like the Apollo capsules.
The ST Weights and Sizing Tool is arranged in outline form following a Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS). The WBS is shown in Table 1-1 at the second level. This
r: Tool and is consistent from worksheet to
numbering convention is used throughout the

worksheet. To prevent confusion between the Tool outline and the organizational outline of this
paper, references to specific lines in the Tool will be denoted with the worksheet abbreviation
preceding the outline number. For example, (SC)1.0 Structures refers to the first major
subdivision within the Subsystem Configuration worksheet in the Tool. These abbreviations will
be defined in 2.1 Description of the Tool.
The version of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool used for the analyses in this paper has been
altered from that used at Lockheed Martin. The biggest difference is the Reference Vehicle,

'.

.

which will be discussed in section 2.1.1. A few of the mass estimating relationships have been
4

Table 1-1 ST Work Breakdown Structure (level 2)
WBS
Number

WBS
Subsystem or Component

(Level 2)
1 .0
1.1

Number

WBS
Subsystem or Component

(Level 2)
Structures

2.10

Fuselage

2. 1 1

1 .2

Base Closeout

1 .3

Wing

3.0
3.1

Number

Subsystem or Component

(Level 2)
Ejection Seat Hatches

6.8

Exercise & Recreation

6.9

Handholds & Restraints

Propulsion

6.10

Portable NA lighting

OMS Propulsion

6.1 1

Survival Kits

Ingress/Egress Hatch Pym
Initiators

1 .4

Vertical Stabilizer

3.2

RCS Propulsion

6. 1 2

Lockers for Crew Aecom.

1 .5

Horizontal Stabilizer

3.3

CES Propulsion

6. 1 3

Emergency Potable Water

1 .6

Body Flap

1 .7

Pressure Vessel

1 .8
1 .9

4.0

Avionics & Power

Airlock

4.2

Primary Power

7.1

Crew

Unpressurized PLB

4.3

Lighting

7.2

Pressure Suits

ECLSS

7.3

EVA Equipment

Thermal Control

7.4

Personal Provisions

1.10

Thrust Structure
Ingress/Egress Hatch

5.1

1 .1 2

Secondary Structure

5.2

1 .1 3

Thermal Protection

5.3

5.0

1 . 14

Internal Insulation

5.4

1 .15

Ballast

5.5

Mechanisms

5.6

2. 1

Landing Gear

5.7

2.2

Control Surface Actuation

2.3

Mission/Science Related

Avionics

1.1 1

2.0

6.14

4.1

Vehicle Attach &
Separation System

6.0
6.1

Atmosphere Pressuriz.ation
& Revitaliz.ation

7.0

Monitoring, Control &
Enunciation
Fire Detection &
Suppression
Brackets
Nominal Suit ECLSS
Supply

Consumables

8.0

Fuel Cell Water Treatment

Wiring, Plumbing &

Personnel

8.1

Atmosphere Revitaliz.ation

8.2

Fuel Cell Reactants

8.3

Food
Payload

9.0
9.1

Pressurized Habitat Cargo
Pressurized Container

Crew Accommodations

9.2

Seats

9.3

Unpressurized Cargo

9.4

Payload Support Equip.

Cargo

2.4

Docking/Berthing Adapter

6.2

Sleep Station

2.5

RMS

6.3

Hygiene

2.6

CEM Parachutes

6.4

Galley

10. 1

OMS Propellants

2.7

Airbags

6.5

WMS

1 0.2

RCS Propellants

2.8

Flotation System

6.6

10.3

CES Propellants

2.9

Crew Escape Separation
System

6.7

Medical & Health
Maintenance
Housekeeping &
Maintenance

5

10.0

Propellants

changed as well so that methods can be discussed without disclosing LMC Proprietary MERs.
With that in mind, the results and conclusions herein are not to be considered the culmination of
analyses performed by the Lockheed Martin RSTS Team. They are the product of an
independent study by the author. Though the results presented are valid and provide the reader
with a general sense of what drives ST weight, the Tool is continuously being improved. Also,
the level of detail examined by the LMC Team is beyond the scope of this paper. The analyses
done for this thesis serve as examples of the Tool's capability and its contribution to the
performance of quick tum-around trades studies for the RSTS customers.
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2.0 Space Transport Weights and Sizing Tool
2.1

Description of the Tool

The Space Transport Weights and Sizing Tool is a Microsoft Excel workbook with over
fifteen integrated worksheets. The workbook has numerous circular references so that wings,
landing gear, OMS propulsion and many other subsystem and component weights are estimated
iteratively. For example, increasing the payload weight causes the vehicle to grow, so algorithms
iteratively scale the wings based on a given wing load factor and calculated vehicle landing
weight. The iterations continue until the new calculated gross lift-off weight (GLOW) is within
0.001 lb of the previous iteration.
The Tool can be configured to take direct geometrical and configuration inputs from a
vehicle detailed drawing, and can thus generate a detailed weight estimate in less than a day.
This weight statement can then be used to refine the vehicle concept with insight into what
parameters drive the weight. Future revisions of the direct-input version of the Tool will be ·
linked to a computer aided design (CAD) tool so the iterations can be accomplished in minutes.
The Tool's original use was as a parametric model, in which algorithms and basic
relationships scale subsystems and geometries from a reference vehicle. In this function, a single
point design can be anchored as the reference vehicle, and the Tool can be used to perform trade
studies by varying input parameters, technology choices and configuration variables. The
parametric configuration of the Tool will be used for the analyses in this study.
Weight and sizing estimates for both a Space Transport and a Cargo Ferry Vehicle (CFV)
can be performed. A CFV is a concept that the author is studying independently of the work
being done at Lockheed Martin. It is a 2-crew vehicle with minimal crew systems that performs
cargo transfer missions in which crew transfer and EVA are not necessary. Particular crew
systems and volumes are subtracted and replaced with additional payload to generate the
capability of the CFV. The calculations and assumptions used in this paper for the CFV will be
discussed in section 2.2.3.
The worksheets that make up the ST Weights and Sizing Tool include:
•

Ref Vehicle (RV)- summary of reference vehicle geometries and configuration choices

•

State (St)- short input/output summary, including crew size, mission duration, and GLOW

•

Subsystem Configuration (SC)- hundreds of lines of configuration choices, including
material selection, propellant selection, numbers of engines and tanks, and avionics
architecture
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•

Sizing (Si)- hundreds of lines of calculation, including vehicle size, engine thrust, tank
volumes, and power estimates

•

MER Worksheets (MER)- house the mass estimating relationships split by subsystem as
in Table 2-1. The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) defines this outline form.

•

Weight Breakdown (WB)- detailed weight statement to the subcomponent level, including
weight growth allowances

•

Control Schedule (CS)- calculates subsystem and vehicle centers of gravity (CG) based on
coordinate inputs of the subcomponent locations. This worksheet is not used in
conjunction with the parametric version of the Tool, but proves to be very helpful to the
direct-input version of the Tool. The sensitivity of the vehicle CG to subsystem locations
can be assessed, and if necessary, the vehicle balance can be revised.
The abbreviations in parenthesis beside each worksheet name will be used to refer to

specific line items within the respective worksheets, as described in section 1.3. Figure 2-1
illustrates how these sheets interact iteratively until the ST GLOW converges. All of the
worksheets will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

Table 2-1 ST Weights & Sizing Tool MER Worksheet Structure
MER Worksheet Number

Subsystem

1.0

Structures

2.0

Mechanisms

3.0

Propulsion

4.0

Avionics and Power

5.0

Environmental Control and Life Support

6.0

Crew Accommodations

7.0

Personnel

8.0

Consumables

9.0

Payload

10.0

Propellants
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Weight Growth
Allowance
Schedule

Input Parameters

User
. ,:i�i�t . . .

Input Parameters

.• Breakdown

••·H .
•.·

WWGA*

'°

Final CIV Weight Summary

ii
[sill

Tool Worksheets that
provide information
Tool Worksheets that
perform calculations

*WWGA- Weights With Growth Allowance

External interaction
with the Tool

Figure 2-1 Flowchart illustrating the interaction between the Worksheets of the ST Weights and Sizing Tool
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, $izing

2.1.1

Reference Vehicle (RV)
Due to the proprietary nature of the ST point designs being developed by Lockheed

Martin, the Reference Vehicle that will be used in this paper is a wing-body with aerosurfaces
(wing and vertical stabilizer) based on the Shuttle Orbiter. To enable studies of smaller Space
Transports, the Reference Vehicle fuselage is a generic blunt-body designed by Lockheed Martin
vehicle configurator and designer, Robert Wetherall. The Orbiter mission requirements and
GLOW will be used to validate the results produced by the Tool.
A number of the mass estimating relationships used in worksheet (MER)1.0 Structures
depend on external vehicle geometry, including wing shape and theoretical reference area,
fuselage surface area, vertical tail and body flap areas, and Thermal Protection System (TPS)
acreage. The Shuttle Orbiter Reference Vehicle values used for the aerosurfaces are:
•

Theoretical Wing Reference Area- 2,690 ft2 [5]

•

Wing Loading- 79.93 lb/ft2, estimated based on the Orbiter's theoretical wing reference
area and a landing weight of 188,000 lbs [6]

•

Wing Glove Area- 290.8 ft

•

Exposed Wing Area (including Glove)- 2,012.4 ft2

•

Wing Span- 78.06 ft

•

Wing Leading Edge Sweep- 45 degrees

•

Wing Trailing Edge Sweep- -10 degrees

•

Wing Theoretical Taper Ratio- 0.20

•

Wing Thickness-to-Chord Ratio- 0.114

•

Vertical Stabilizer Area- 413.5 ft2

•

Vertical Stabilizer Tail Volume Coefficient- 0.0537

2.1.2

State (St)
Figure 2-2 is a snapshot of the State worksheet, which is a general input/output summary.

The bold, underlined values are Input Parameters that can be varied. Number of crew, mission
duration, contingency days, OMS delta-V and payload amounts can be entered here. Some of the
recently added or modified inputs are summarized below. These inputs and switches allow for
trade studies that look beyond the way missions are performed today.
•

Number of deconditioned crew
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Inout Parameters

,

Number of Crew
Number of deconditioned crew
Crew Escape System (Ejection Seats, Module or None)
Crew Seat Type (Standard, Ejection or Encapsulated Ejection)
If Module is chosen, does it have a propulsion system?
CEM Thrust to Weight �atio

a

12

None
Standard

to Max Launch Acceleration (3.5) if no CEM. Do Not set to o.

CEM Propulsion System Burn Time
Fuselage Diameter
Mss im Durdim
Mss lm Durdim Cmtlngen<:¥
OMS �V
Airlock Type (Hard, Inflatable, None)
Carry EVA Equipment?
Dock, Berth or none

0.0 sec
1 6 ft

�
�
1000 tt•ec
.t:I.Wi
Ya
�

Payload
Pressurized Habitat Cargo
Middeck Lockers Equivalents
ISPRs
R/F Racks
Loose Cargo
Pressurized Container Cargo
Middeck Lockers Equivalents
ISPRs
R/F Racks
Loose Cargo
Unpressurized Cargo
Payload Support Equipment

12
12
12

Olbs

0
0
0

0 lbs
,,
Ilbs
65.000

2..ll!!

Output Parameters
Gross Lift Off Weight

264,892 ltl;

Space Transport
Unpressurized Payload Bay Length
Dry Weight
Total Payload/Cargo Weight
Total Payload Bay Capacity (incl. Attach structure, etc)

54.22 ft
1 68,266 fa;
65,000 la;
66,560 la;

Margin Summary
Weight Growth Allowance, Contingency, Margjns & Reserves
Cumulative Dry Mass Weight Growth Allowance
Mission Duration Contengency
Avionics Power Margin
ECLSS Power Margin
OMS Propellant Reserves (% nominal delta V)
RCS Propeltant Reserves (% nominal delta V}
CES Propellant Reserves

Based on AIAA-G-020-1 992
48 tvs
Based on AIAA-G-020-1 992
Based on AIAA-G-020-1 992
User Specified
User Specified
User Specified

Figure 2-2 Snapshot of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool State Worksheet
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This accounts for any requirements to return deconditioned crewmembers from the
International Space Station (ISS).
•

Crew Escape System (Ejection Seats, Module, None)

This switch enables all necessary calculations to estimate the weight impacts of the specified
crew escape system and combinations of systems. Details of the assumptions and calculations
to estimate the effects of adding crew escape are outlined in section 2.2.4.
•

Crew Seat Type (Standard, Ejection, Encapsulated Ejection)

"Standard" seats refer to Shuttle-style seats- fixed pilot and commander seats and removable
crew seats [7]. "Ejection" refers to an open ejection seat, similar to the ejection seats in
modem fighter aircraft. "Encapsulated Ejection" refers to an ejection seat that encapsulates
the crewmember in a protective shell upon ejection, similar to those on the B-58.
•

If Module is chosen, does it have a propulsion system?

The propulsion system for a crew escape module adds considerable weight to a ST, especially
if the desired escape acceleration is high. A number of representatives from NASA have
asked if Lockheed Martin had considered a non-propulsive escape module. This switch
allows the design team to explore the non-propulsive option. Again, details of the
assumptions specific to crew escape are described in section 2.2.4.
•

CEM Thrust-to-Weight Ratio and CEM Propulsion System Bum Time

The effect on ST GLOW of crew escape modules of various accelerations and bum times can
be quickly compared.
•

Airlock Type (Hard, Inflatable, None)

A "hard" airlock, one that is integrated with the vehicle fuselage, adds considerable weight
and volume to a ST. The Honeywell Inflatable Airlock, in the conceptual design phase under
SLI, adds less volume and weight to the vehicle, but safety, stowage and operations impacts
are not fully understood. If EVA is not required (i.e. if astronauts aboard ISS perform
maintenance via the station airlock, and there are no ST operational situations which could
require a contingency EVA), elimination of an airlock can contribute to reducing the ST
volume and weight.
•

Carry EVA Equipment?

Current Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) equipment and Extravehicular Mobility Units
(EMUs) require a signlftc3:0t amount of stowage volume. This increase in ST volume is not
modeled in the Tool; it is assumed EMUs are stored in the airlock or take up crew habitat
volume. The effect of adding the weight alone can be thousands of pounds.
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•

Dock, Berth or None

The Shuttle Orbiter currently uses an Androgynous Peripheral Attachment System (APAS) to
dock to the ISS. The APAS is connected to the Orbiter middeck airlock, which has a separate
hatch through which EVA is perfonned [7]. If a vehicle was to be grappled and berthed to the
ISS, a Common Berthing Mechanism (CBM) could be used. A CBM is nearly 40% lighter
than an APAS.
•

R/F Rack Quantity

This allows passive International Standard Payload Racks (ISPRs) to be distinguished from
active Refrigerator/Freezer racks to be delivered to ISS. R/F racks must be supplied with
power and coolant lines. Required payload power can then be incorporated into total vehicle
power estimates.
To prevent errors in user data entry, the Input Parameters have been protected through
the use of drop-down menus. Tables of acceptable entries are created for each input cell, and the
choices are restricted using Data Validation in MS Excel. These drop-down menus are recent
additions, making the Tool even more user-friendly and input entry much faster.
Output Parameters provides a short results summary. The ST GLOW and Dry Weight,

as well as a total payload summary are shown here.
Margin Summary lists the contingencies, margins and reserves used to produce these

results. Also shown is the Cumulative Dry Weight Growth Allowance. Weight Growth
Allowance is added to all Dry Weight contributors on the Weight Breakdown sheet. This will be
discussed further in section 2.1.6 Weight Breakdown.
2.1.3

Subsystem Configuration (SC)
The Subsystem Configuration Worksheet houses most of the options to change the ST

configuration. Scrolling down in the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet to (SC)3.0 Propulsion,
for example, the user can change OMS engine quantity, propellant type, engine-feed type and
chamber pressure, propellant tank quantities, materials and operating pressures. Most of the
configuration options are predetermined based on the configuration of the reference vehicle, but
deviations can be assessed easily so long as the Sizing algorithms have been written to
accommodate these changes.
Material choices are entered on this worksheet for main structures (fuselage, wing,
stabilizers, pressure vessel, thrust structure, etc.) as well as secondary structures (avionics racks
and tank mounts), Thermal Protection System (TPS) and internal insulation. Primary and
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secondary structure choices are currently limited to aluminum, titanium, composites and in a few
cases high-temperature ceramic matrix composite (CMC). The material selected for each
structure determines the Material Reduction Factor to be used in the MER. This will be
explained further in section 2.2.2 Material Reduction Factors for Titanium Structures. TPS
material selections determine the volumetric weight densities to be used in estimating TPS
weights. The TPS thickness, �train isolation pad (SIP) material and thickness, and adhesive
material and thickness are also specified here. If the TPS material chosen is mechanically
fastened, the SIP and adhesive material choices can be "None." TPS coverage areas are scaled
from the Reference Vehicle and calculated on the Sizing Worksheet. Figure 2-3 shows a portion
of the (SC) 1 .0 Structures section within the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet.
Within the Mechanisms section of the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet, a number of
choices can be made with regard to crew escape mechanisms and the Remote Manipulator
System (RMS). New entries allow the user to specify ejection seat hatch types. The ejection seat
hatches for the pilot and commander can be sized with or without windows, which can add
significant weight. "IF'' statements have been written so that larger hatches are automatically
sized to accomm_odate deconditioned crewmembers, assuming ejection seats can be enhanced to
limit -Oz (eyes in) acceleration. Also, if the user is sizing a ST with an unpressurized payload
bay, he/she can choose whether or not to carry an RMS. R. Todd Sullivan created algorithms that
let the user specify RMS capability; transport mass, acceleration, arm length and degrees of
freedom are active inputs within Subsystem Configuration if the RMS switch is turned "on."
These inputs are then used within the Sizing Worksheet and 2.0 Mechanisms MER Worksheet to
respectively size the specified RMS and estimate its weight.
The (SC)3.0 Propulsion section of the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet allows for the
configuration choices stated above with some limitations. Sizing algorithms for both pressure-fed
and pump-fed engines using liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LOX/LH2), liquid oxygen/methane
(LOX/CH4), liquid oxygen/kerosene (LOX/RP) and peroxide/kerosene (H2O2/RP) are currently
included in the Tool. There are plans to expand the propellant choices in the future. Engine
thrust-to-weight ratio and area ratio are also specified in (SC)3.0 Propulsion.
The Subsystem Configuration Worksheet is also where the Avionics architecture for the
ST is defined. Section (SC)4.0 Avionics & Power is broken into two major subdivisions. In
(SC)4. 1 Avionics, the total quantities of various avionics boxes and components are specified as
well as the quantities that are "running" during the ascent, on-orbit and descent phases of flight.
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Configuration Parameters
1 .0, Structure,1 .1 Fuselage
Fuselage Material
1 .2 Base Close Out
Base Close Out Material
1 .3 Wing
1 .3.1 Exposed Wing
Exposed Wing Material
1 .3.2 Wing CarryThrough
Wing Carry Through Material
1 .3.3 WlngBody Fairing
Wing Body Fairing Material
1 .3.4 WlngGlovelStrake
Wing Glove/Straka Material
1 .3.5 Wing Tip Fins
Wing Tip Fins Material
1 .4 Vertical Stablllzer
Vertical Stabilizer Material
1 .5 Horizontal Stabilizer
Horizontal Stabilizer Material
1 .6 Body Flap
Body Flap Material
1 .7 Pressurized Fllght Deck and Crew Habitat
Pressurized Flight Deck Material
1 .8 Air Lock
Air Lock Material

Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum

Aluminum

Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum

Figure 2-3 Snapshot of a portion of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool
Subsystem Configuration Worksheet
Avionics Power Margin and Peak Power Factor (percentages) are also included here. This
information is used within the Sizing Worksheet to estimate power requirements.
The number and type of fuel cells, number and type of batteries, and the number and
specifications of fuel cell reactant dewars are specified in (SC)4.2 Power. This enables a few of
the numerous trade studies that can be performed in the Tool. Not only can the type of fuel cell
be changed (Shuttle-based alkaline fuel cells or advanced technology fuel cells}, but also
redundancy can be explored. For example, _the user can quickly assess the weight impacts of
system redundancy by choosing a quantity of fuel cells, each sized to produce Steady State Power
versus the same number of fuel cells sized such that multiple are required to produce Steady State
Power. The details of the Avionics Architecture and Power subsystems within the Tool have
been revised considerably since the start of the NRA 8-30 contract. This has been possible due to
the efforts and guidance of LMC team member John Ringelberg. These details are protected
under a Limited Rights Data agreement with NASA, so they will not be discussed in this paper.
(SC)5.0 Environmental Control and Life Support System includes configuration choices
for the Thermal Control System (TCS) and Atmosphere Pressurization & Revitalization system.
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Radiator type, surface temperature and emissivity can be specified. Inputs also include
breathable nitrogen and oxygen tank materials and pressures, and ECLSS Power Margin.
(SC)6.0 Crew Accommodations lists the quantities of crew-related materials and
equipment, and the Crew Accommodations Power Margin. This section and the related MERs
have also been updated with much detail since the start of the NRA 8-30 contract, thanks to the
research and assistance of LMC team members Leslie Rogers and Donald Palmer. Rogers also
helped to define the equipment required for crew Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA). These
quantities are listed in (SC)7.0 Personnel, where "IF' statements have been incorporated to
automatically change these quantities based on the Input Parameter on the State Worksheet.
Equation (2.1.1) is an example "IF' statement used to determine the quantity of Extravehicular
Mobility Units (EMUs) to be carried on the ST.
EVA Suit Quantity = IF (EVA Equipment = "No ", 0, 3)

(2.1.1)

No Subsystem Configuration inputs are currently required for (SC)8.0 Consumables.
The only necessary input to (SC)9.0 Payload is Payload Power Margin. (SC)lO.0 Propellants is
where propellant reserves and unusables are listed. Reserve amounts are specified as a
percentage of the nominal mission delta-V. For example, if the user-specified nominal mission
OMS delta-V is 1000 fps with a user defined reserve of 10%, the reserve propellant is that
required for an additional 100 fps. The user can specify OMS delta-v, OMS percent reserve, RCS
delta-v and RCS percent reserve. The amount of unusable propellant is specified as a percentage
of the nominal propellant weight, and this percentage is also user defined.
2.1.4

Sizing (Si)
The Sizing Worksheet of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool is where most of the calculations

are performed that determine the size of the vehicle. Total vehicle length, wing reference area,
stabilizer areas, OMS and crew escape engine sizes, TPS areas and propellant tank volumes are a
few of the hundreds of outputs produced within this worksheet.
The assumptions and calculations that size the ST fuselage are listed within (Si)1.1
Fuselage. It is assumed that the fuselage is cylindrical with a nose cap and a base closeout
structure. The cylinde� is divided into fuselage segments, where the length of each segment is
determined based on the size and/or packaging of the reference vehicle and the fuselage diameter.
The diameter of the fuselage is an Input Parameter on the State Worksheet. Total fuselage length
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is calculated as in equation (2.1.2). An additional short segment is added if a "Hard" airlock is
chosen. Figure 2-4 is a sketch of the fuselage segments and what parameters drive their lengths.
Total Fuselage Length = Nose Length + Flight Deck Length + CES Propulsion Module Length +
Crew Habitat Length (+Hard Airlock Length) + Unpressurized Payload Bay Length + OMS
Section Length + Power Bay Length

(2.1.2)

The length of the flight deck depends on the arrangement of the crew seats and the depth
of each row. For fuselage diameters greater than 10 feet, the crew seating arrangement is
assumed to follow Figure 2-5. Choosing standard seats over ejection seats does not currently
change the row depths in the Tool, but the default depths are large enough to accommodate either
seat type. The depth of the Pilot/Commander row is slightly larger to accommodate display and
·control consoles.
The length of the CEM Propulsion and the OMS fuselage segments are primarily dependent on
propellant tank arrangement. If the Escape Mode is not "Module," the length of the CEM
Propulsion segment is O feet. This segment length is also O feet if the CEM has no propulsion
system. For the analyses in this paper, the CEM is assumed to have four pairs of engines, each of
which has a fuel tank, oxidizer tank and pressurant tank. The arrangement of these engines and
tanks is shown in Figure 2-6. The Orbital Maneuvering System is assumed to have two engines,
two fuel tanks, two oxidizer tanks and two pressurant tanks, arranged as in Figure 2-7. This
arrangement ensures that all OMS tanks are enclosed within the fuselage even for smaller
fuselage diameters. If the tanks were arranged side-by-side, the breadth of two oxidizer tanks
could be greater than the fuselage diameter. LMC vehicle configurator and designer Robert
Wetherall suggested these propulsion arrangements.
The Crew Habitat length is held constant at 1 0 ft for the purpose of this study. For a 1 0-

foot diameter fuselage (the lower bound allowed in the Tool), this results in approximately 785.4
cubic feet of pressurized volume, not including the flight deck. It is assumed that only 50% of
this volume is habitable volume [8]. Hardware and Crew Accommodations, such as Middeck
Locker Equivalents (MLEs), the galley and the Waste Management System (WMS), are assumed
to occupy the other 50%. Figure 8.6.2.1-1 in the NASA-STD-3000 is a guideline for total
habitable volume per crewmember as a function of mission duration [9]. Though this plot
focuses on long duration missions, it recommends approximately 50 ft3 per crewmember as a
performance limit for missions of less than one-half month. For the 10-ft diameter fuselage
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Nose

Flight
Deck

CE
Prop

Power
Bay

Segment length is O if there
is no payload; length scales
based on ISPR quantity
and/or the amount of
unpressurized cargo

reference vehicle
crew arrangement
Length scaled from
the reference vehicle .
nose length

PLB

Crew
Hab

Segment length is O if there is
no CEM propulsion; length
scales with CEM tank diameters
and CEM engine length

MS
Bay

Length scales with OMS
propellant tank diameters
and OMS engine length (not
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Length scales based on
reactant dewar diameters
and fuel cell size

Figure 2-4 Sketch of the ST fuselage segments and the components that drive their
length
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Figure 2-5 Sketch of ST crew arrangement for fuselage diameters between 10
and 16 feet
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Figure 2-6 Assumed ST CEM tankage arrangement for sizing the fuselage CES
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Figure 2-7 Assumed ST OMS tankage arrangement for sizing the fuselage OMS
Section
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mentioned above, this translates to a crew habitat nearly large enough for 8 crewmembers.
Larger diameter fuselages provide more optimal habitable crew volumes.
The Power Bay houses the power generation system and power storage components. This
bay scales with the amount of fuel cell reactant required for the specified mission, including any
payload power. Specifically, this bay scales with the diameters of the reactant dewars and the
size of the fuel cell reactants.
Finally, the Unpressurized Payload Bay length is sized based on the type and amount of payload
being carried. Payload can be in the form of MLEs, International Standard Payload Racks
(ISPRs), Refrigerator/Freezer Racks (R/F Racks) or Unpressurized Cargo. ISPRs and R/F Racks
are assumed to be carried in a pressurized container within the Upressurized Payload Bay, similar
to the Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM) used to transport racks to ISS aboard the Shuttle
Orbiter. The MLEs can also be carried in this pressurized container or in the crew habitat.
Fuselage diameter drives the container diameter, and container diameter determines the possible
arrangement of racks. If the container is >14 feet in diameter, racks can be stowed as they are in
the MPLM (see the cross section in Figure 2-8). For smaller diameters, no less than 10 feet, racks
must be arranged two-abreast as in Figure 2-9. The number of racks to be carried and their
resulting arrangement determines the length of the Payload Container. Unpressurized Cargo adds
additional length to the Unpressurized Payload Bay. The weight of Unpressurized Cargo is
multiplied by a payload density of 250 in3/lb and divided by the available cross sectional area of
the payload bay. This provides a required length in which to stow the Unpressurized Cargo. This
is shown in equation (2.1.3).· Note that Fuselage Diameter is expressed in feet. The user must
define the Radial Clearance (in inches) and the Axiall Clearance (in feet) between the
payload/cargo and the payload bay walls. The payload density above was estimated from Shuttle
Orbiter data as follows: reducing the payload bay diameter by 1 ft for assumed clearances, the
payload volume is 7t*(14/2)2 *60 = 9,236 ft3 = l.596x107 in3 • Dividing this by 65,000 lb of
payload gives a payload density of about 245 in3/lb , rounded to 250 in3/lb for conservatism.
Unpressurized Payload Bay Length = IF (Payload Total PLB Capacity = 0, 0, Pressurized
Container Length + (Unpressurized Cargo Weight * 250/((Fuselage Diameter * 12/2 - Radial
Clearancel * ,r))/12 + Axial Clearance)
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(2.1.3)

Figure 2-8 Multi-Purpose Logistics Module rack arrangement
per the MPLM Interface Definition Document

Figure 2-9 Assumed rack arrangement for ST payload
containers less than 15 feet in diameter
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As mentioned in section 2.1.3, TPS areas are scaled from the Reference Vehicle. These
areas are calculated by region based on percentages of Reference Vehicle coverage. For example,
the windward fuselage TPS area is calculated using equation (2.1.4). The coverage areas are
broken into regions according to Table 2-2.
ST WW Fuselage TPS Area = Percent of Reference Vehicle Fuselage Su,face Area Attributed to
WW Fuselage TPS * ST Fuselage Su,face Area

(2.1. 4)

The sizing of the ST aerosurfaces is also performed on the Sizing Worksheet. (Si)1.3
Wing calculates the ST wing theoretical reference area (S w) from the Reference Vehicle Wing
Loading as in equation (2.1.5). The Reference Vehicle leading and trailing edge sweeps,
theoretical taper ratio and thickness to chord ratio are used with the calculated ST S w to define
wing shape. These wing geometries are then used to calculate the weight of the wing group in
(MER)1.3 Wing.
Wing Theoretical Area (Sw) = Vehicle Landed Weight/Reference Vehicle Wing Loading (2.1.5)

Table 2-2 Breakdown of ST TPS coverage areas by WBS number.
WBS Number
1 . 13

Component
Thermal Protection

1 . 13. 1

Nose TPS

1 . 13.2

Windward Fuselage TPS

1 . 13.3

Leeward Fuselage TPS

1 . 1 3.4

Wing Leading Edge TPS

1 . 1 3.5

Windward Wing TPS

1 . 1 3.6

Leeward Wing TPS

1 . 1 3.7

Horizontal Stabilizer Leading Edge TPS

1 . 1 3.8

Windward Horizontal Stabilizer TPS

1 . 1 3.9

Leeward Horizontal Stabilizer TPS

1 . 13.10

Vertical Stabilizer Leading Edge TPS

1 . 1 3. 1 1

Vertical Stabilizer TPS

1 . 13.12

Windward Body Flap TPS

1 . 13.13

Leeward Body Flap TPS
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The ST Vertical Stabilizer (VS) area is calculated in (Si)l.4 Vertical Stabilizer using the
Reference Vehicle vertical tail volume coefficient. The equation for vertical tail volume
coefficient is seen in equation (2.1.6) [10]. The Reference Vehicle Vertical Stabilizer tail
moment arm (LVT) is calculated as a percent of the Reference Vehicle fuselage length.
Multiplying this percentage by the ST fuselage length estimates the ST VS moment arm. If the
Ref�rence Vehicle has a Horizontal Stabilizer (HS), similar calculations are made to determine
the area of the ST HS. The Horizontal Stabilizer calculations are recent additions to the Tool,
allowing a variety of ST configurations to be explored. Although the aerosurface Reference
Vehicle used for this study does not have a horizontal tail, equation (2.1.7) shows the calculation
for horizontal tail volume coefficient [10]. The wing mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) for the ST
is caJculated similarly to the tail moment arms.
Cvr = (Lvr * Svr)l(bw * Sw), so Svr = Cvr * (bw * Sw)/Lvr

clll = (Lill * Slll)l(MAC * Sw), so sill = clll * (MAC * Sw)/Llll

(2.1.6)
(2.1. 7)

(Si)2.0 ¥echanisms holds a number of key calculations sizing the Crew Escape Module.
These calculations will be discussed in section 2.2.4, which is dedicated to the improved
assumptions and calculations for crew escape.
(Si)4.q Avionics and Power, again, should be considered as two major subsections.
(Si)4. l Avionics calculates the avionics power draw for each of three flight regimes- ascent, on
orbit and descent. For a particular avionics component, the number of boxes "running" during· a
flight regime is multiplied by the steady state power draw of one box. Next, the total Avionics
power draws for each flight regime are summed to give a total Ascent Power, On-Orbit Power
and Descent Power. Since the longest flight regime is on-orbit, the Avionics Steady State Power
is calculated with equation (2. 1 .8). Avionics Peak Power is calculated with equation (2. 1 .9) . All

Power Margins are in accordance with AIAA recommended Minimum Power Contingencies [11].
Avionics Steady State Power =Avionics On-Orbit Power * ( 1 + Avionics Power Margin) (2.1.8)
Avionics Peak Power = MAX (Avionics Ascent Power, Avionics On-Orbit Power, Avionics

Descent Power) * (1 +Avionics Power Margin) * ( 1 + Avionics Peak Power Factor) (2.1.9)
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Avionics Steady State Power and Avionics Peak Power are used with equivalent
calculations for ECLSS, Crew Accommodations and Payload power to size the ST power
generation and storage system in (Si)4.2 Power. Incorporation of these non-Avionics power
requirements is a recent addition to the Tool. The calculation of ECLSS and Crew
Accommodations Steady State Power can be seen in equations (2.1.10) and (2.1.11). For
Payload, it is assumed that the only payload that requires power is the R/F rack. According to the
MPLM Interface Definition Document, the MPLM has 2 rack positions that supply 1050 Watts
and 3 rack positions that supply 598 Watts for R/F racks [12]. This is continuous power to be
supplied until'the racks are offloaded at the ISS. To be conservative, Payload power is calculated
in the Tool as in equation (2.1.12).
ECLSS Steady State Power = Estimated ECLSS Power * (1 + ECLSS Power Margin) (2.1.10)
Crew Accommodations Steady State Power = Estimated Crew Accommodations Power *
(1 + Crew Accommodations Power Margin)

(2.1.11)

Payload Power = RIF Rack Quantity * (1050 Watts)

(2.1.12)

The fuel cells are sized based on the total required Steady State Power and the number of
fuel cells to supply that power (Fuel Cell Steady State Output Quantity). This is shown in
equation (2.1.13). If the user wishes each fuel cell to generate enough power to supply the ST's
steady state needs, Fuel Cell Steady State Output Quantity is 1. Assigning a value >1 means that
multiple fuel cells are required to generate Steady State Power. The weight differences
associated with fuel cell redundancy are presented in section 2.3.2.1. The fuel cell reactant
weights are calculated in (MER)8.2 Fuel Cell Reactants, and the required reactant dewar volumes
are calculated in (Si)4.2.1 Power Generation System. It is assumed that emergency
repressurization and breathable oxygen is stored in the LOX reactant dewars. The power storage
system, batteries of a user-specified type, is sized for peak power loads.
Fuel Cell Power = (Avionics Steady State Power + ECLSS Steady State Power +
Crew Accommodations Steady State Power +
Payload Power)/Fuel Cell Steady State Output Quantity
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(2.1.13)

Power is directly related to the sizing of the Active Thermal Control System in (Si)5 .0
Environmental Control and Life Support, specifically, the size of the radiators. The Thermal
Rejection Heat Rate (or the amount of heat to be rejected from the ST while on-orbit) includes
heat loads from power generation and consumption, metabolic heat loads (the body heat
generated by the crew) and heat generated from ECLSS chemical reactions. Assuming the
radiators must reject all of this heat while on orbit, radiator area is determined from equation
(2. 1 . 14) based on radiative heat transfer [13]. The radiator surface temperature, emissivity and
weight are dependent upon radiator technology and will not be discussed here. The temperature
of the surrounding environment (T2) depends on the orientation of the radiators. If the radiators
are pointed to deep space, this temperature can be 4 K, but to assume this is to impose an on-orbit
operational constraint. The extreme is to assume the radiators are always pointed at Earth.
Radiator Area

= Themuil Rejection Heat Ratel(E * a * (T/ - T/))

(2.1.14)

(Si)6.0 Crew Accommodations and (Si)9.0 Payload perform short power calculations for
steady state and peak power. The remaining subsystems (Si)7 .0 Personnel, (Si)8.0 Consumables
and (Si)l0.0 Propellants do not have calculations on the Sizing Worksheet.
2. 1 .5

Mass Estimating Relationship Worksheets (MER)
The configuration choices made on the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet and the

calculations performed on the Sizing Worksheet are fed to the MER Worksheets where
component weights are calculated. Over the last ten months, the LMC Team has worked to
increase the fidelity and accuracy of the MERs for the Wing, Horizontal Stabilizer, Pressure
Vessel, Vehicle Attach & Separation System and Fuel Cell Reactant Dewars, to name a few. The
details of these mass-estimating relationships are also protected by the LMC/NASA Limited
Rights Data agreement and will not be discussed here.
For the purpose of this study, the proprietary Wing and Vertical Stabilizer MERs have
been replaced so that associated calculations may be discussed in more detail. The VS MER,
presented in section 2.2.2 with the discussion of Material Reduction Factors, comes from NASA
Contractor Report 2420 by C.R. Glatt of Aerospace Research Corporation [14]. The Wing MER,
shown here in equation (2. 1 . 15), comes from an MER summary compiled by Ted Talay of NASA
Langley Research Center [1 5].
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Wwing = 2375 * <f·584,
where a = (Wentry * LF * b,,,. * Sw)l(troot * Hf)

(2.1.15)

An example of the MER Worksheet structure can be seen in Figure 2-10. Many of the
(MER)1.0 Structures calculations depend on material choices. These are summarized in the
Passed Parameters box. An MER derived for an aluminum structure must be adjusted to

estimate the weight of a titanium or composite structure. This is done with Material Reduction
Factors. These factors as well as MER unit weights are listed in the Mass Estimating
Relationship Parameters box. Material Reduction Factors will be discussed in greater detail in

section 2.2.2.
2.1.6

Weight Breakdown (WB)

...

The Weight Breakdown worksheet provides a detailed weight statement of the ST in
It
outline form. A portion of this worksheet can be seen in Figure 2-11. Level 1 weights are
at the

,, major
MER Sheet level (i.e. 1.0 Structures, 2.0 Mechanisms, etc.). Level 2 weights are at the
,,
component level (i.e. 1.1 Fuselage,
1.2 Base Close Out, 1.3 Wing, etc.). Level 3 and 4 are
subcomponent weights. Weights are imported from their respective MER Sheets and listed under
the column Weight.

,, level to all Dry Weight
Weight Growth Allowances are applied at the lowest component
contributors. This allocates a percent of expected weight growth based on design maturity of the
component. For components or subsystems that utilize new technology, that percentage can be as
high as 30%. These Weight Growth Allowances are taken from the ANSI/AIAA American
National Standard paper, Guide/or Estimating and Budgeting Weight and Power Contingencies
for Spacecraft Systems. This document contains Minimum Standard Weight Contingencies for

various classes and stages of design. It is assumed that the ST is a Class 2 design ("generational
design that follows a previously developed concept") in the "Bid" stage ("concept proposal, RFP
response, or baseline design for future development") [11].
In the Weight With Growth Allowance columns, Weight Growth Allowance (WGA) is
incorporated as in equation (2.1.16). Within each subsystem, Level 4 Weights with Growth
Allowance (WWGA) are summed to Level 3, Level 3 is summed to Level 2, and Level 2 is
summed to Level 1. Composite vehicle weights are calculated as in equations (2.1.17), (2.1.18)
and (2.1.19). A similar weight breakdown is generated when calculating CFV weights.
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1.0 Structures
1 .0 Structures
1 .1 Fuselage

Passed

..

Level 4

L 6Yel 3

Level 2

y lt:E

s

L 6Yel 1

Z lt:E = X +Y+ . . .

Cotftaillftdtoo 1'9fflffl1atera
.
�,,i.
Pelfonnanoe:Parametera

S:::s:~···· _;�

a ft2

Payload Bai DoctSurface Area

b ft2

Weig P........

I,___

__JI

Mass EstimatinQ Relationship Parameters
Value comments
Parameter
Any parameters applicable to the MER, such as Unit Weights or Material Reduction Factors are stored here.

X lt:E

1 .2 Base Closeout

Passed Parameters

Aluminum

c ft2

Mass Estimating Relationship Parameters

I....__
Parameter

Value

Comments

__JI

Any parameters applicable to the MER, such as Unit Weights or Material Reduction Factors are stored here.

Figure 2-10 Format used in the Space Transport Weights & Sizing Tool MER
Worksheets
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Weight Break Down

1 .0 Structures

N
00

• ____-,.,.
_,_
"

-

··· ;,, RLW .,_,,k;&rn'"*�"""""'���,.L'.L Ln;;�
i.
Level 4

Space Transport

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

A WWGA

.

Level 4

• ;;:
<- ..,_

WGA
Level 3
Level 2

Level 1

-

r

-...i1
,� �,,w
r '1
......,1D•1f1t't-1t

..1411
I.J\ 1

Level 4

Space Transport

Level 3

Level 2

1 .1 Fuselage
1 .2 Base Close Out

a+WGA

WGAo/o

b+WGA

WGAo/o

a lbs
b ibs

1 .3 Wing

c+WGA

WGAo/o

c lbs

1 .4 Vertical Stabilizer

d+WGA

WGAo/o

d ibs

1 .5 Horizontal Stabilizer

e+WGA

WGAo/o

e lbs

1 .6 Body Flap

f+WGA

WGAo/o

f lbs
g lbs

1. 7 Pressurized Flight Deck & Crew Habitat

g+WGA

WGAo/o

1 .8 Air Lock

h+WGA

WGAo/o

1 .9 Unpressurized Payload Bay

i+WGA

h lbs
i lbs

1 .9.1 Payload Bay Doors

j+WGA

WGAo/o

j lbs

1 .9.2 Payload Attach Structure

k+WGA

WGA%

k lbs

1 .9.3 Payload Container

l+WGA

WGAo/o

l lbs

WGAo/o

n ibs

1 . 1 0 Thrust Structure

m lbs

m+WGA

1 . 10.1 Crew Escape Engine Thrust Structure

n+WGA

1 . 1 0.2 OMS Engine Thrust Structure

o+WGA

o lbs

WGAo/o

1 . 1 1 Ingress/Egress Hatches

p+WGA

1. 12 Secondary Structure

q+WGA

p lbs

WGAo/o

q lbs
r ibs

1 . 1 2. 1 Avionics Racks

r+WGA

WGAo/o

1 . 1 2.2 Tank Mounts

s+WGA

WGAo/o

s lbs

1 .1 2.3 Storage Racks & Lockers

t+WGA

WGAo/o

1 . 1 2.4 Landing Gear Doors

u+WGA

WGAo/o

t lbs
u lbs

1 . 1 2.5 Access Panels

v+WGA

WGAo/o

v lbs

A WWGA = Sum of Level 2 ST Structures WWGA

Level 1

A lbs

A lbs = Sum of Level 2 ST Structures Weights

i+WGA=SUMO+WGA:l+WGA)

i lbs = SUM(j:I)

m+WGA=SUM(n+WGA:o+WGA)

m lbs = SUM(n:o)

q+WGA=SUM(r+WGA:v+WGA)

q lbs = SUM(r:v)

Figure 2-11 Snapshot of a portion of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool Weight Breakdown Worksheet. Similar results are
calculated for the Cargo Ferry Vehicle.

Component Weight *(1 +Component WGA) = Component WWGA

(2.1.16)

Dry Weight = Structures WWGA + Mechanisms WWGA + Propulsion WWGA +
Avionics & Power WWGA + ECLSS WWGA + Crew Accommodations WWGA (2.1.17)
Landing Weight = GLOW - Nominal OMS Fuel Weight 
Nominal OMS Oxidizer Weight - Nominal OMS Pressurant Weight

(2.1.18)

GLOW = Vehicle Dry Weight + Personnel Weight +
Consumables Weight + Payload Weight + Propellant Weight
2.2

(2.1.19)

Improvements to the Tool

A number of additions and revisions to the ST Weights & Sizing Tool have been
mentioned in previous sections. The inclusion of these switches, additional configuration
choices, drop-down menus and customized algorithms to scale the Reference Vehicle all
contribute to the flexibility of the Tool. A few of the larger improvements have been selected for
further discussion here.
2.2.1

Payload Breakdown
The Tool allows payload to be specified in a number of categories:

•

Pressurized Habitat Cargo- Payload that is carried within the pressure vessel and unloaded
via the APAS or CBM

•

•

Middeck Locker Equivalents (MLEs)

•

International Standard Payload Racks (ISPRs)

•

Refrigerator/Freezer Racks (R/F Racks)

•

Loose Cargo

Pressurized Container Cargo- Payload that is carried within a pressurized module in the
ST Unpressurized Payload Bay
•

MLEs

•

ISPRs

•

R/F Racks

•

Loose Cargo
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•

Unpressurized Cargo- Payload that does not require pressurized storage and is carried in
the ST Unpressurized Payload Bay

•

Payload Support Equipment

.

�· input. Both types of rack have the
R/F racks were previously lumped under the ISPR

same shape and dimensions, though they are of slightly different weight. This weight difference
has been incorporated into the Payload Weight based on rack type and quantity. Division of the
racks into passive (ISPRs) versus active (R/F racks) payload has been discussed in section 2.1.2
State.
Prior to the start of the NRA 8-30 contract, all MLEs entered on the State Worksheet
were weighed at 66 lbs, the weight of a full locker. As Leslie Rogers further defined the items
I' - of the
within Crew Accommodations, it was learned that volume constraints prevented many

lockers from being filled to capacity. It was decided to split th� ST locker quantity into two
categories- those that hold crew accommodations that fly on every mission, and those that are
truly mission-specific. Crew Accommodations was broken down by component, each of which is
now weighed individually. Rogers then wrote an algorithm, which determines the number of
MLEs necessary to carry these components plus food based on their respective stowed volumes.

'.

This algorithm, not disclosed here, was incorporated into ,t,
the Tool, and the locker quantity

.

.
required is used to calculate the weight of the empty MLEs. An empty Middeck
Locker is

approximately 6 lbs.
The entries on the State Worksheet are now reserved for mission-specific MLEs. For
example, if an ISS crew transfer mission were being modeled in the Tool, each of the three

• personal belongings. The ·user would
transferring crewmembers is allowed 3 MLEs for their
enter "9" under either Pressurized Habitat Cargo or Pressurized Container Cargo in the Middeck
Locker Equivalents cell. This choice depends on whether the ST being modeled has an
Unpressurized Payload Bay and whether the crew needs to access these lockers from the crew
habitat. Each of these 9 mission-specific MLEs is weighed as a full locker at 66 lbs. Depending

.

'
on the configuration of the Reference Vehicle, the total number of MLEs entered under
Pressurized Habitat Cargo can grow the crew habitat segment of the fuselage. The quantity of
MLEs entered under Pressurized Container Cargo can grow the container length, and thus grow
the length of the Unpressurized Payload Bay.
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•• Alloy Structures
Material Reduction Factors for Titanium

2.2.2

#

•

I• ST Weights & Sizing Tool is
" mass estimating relationship in the
Nearly every structural

..

..

,..
:-1,' are
·-r. derived from aircraft estimates and
based upon a particular material.
In most cases, the MERs

..

'
•
,
these are based on aluminum structures. Material Reduction IFactors
adjust the IMERs
to enable
I
•(

4� ••

�,
,
' ' for the ST vertical tail is derived
weight estimates for various
materials. For example, the MER

..

from high-speed aircraft of mostly aluminum construction (Glatt). Equation (2.2.1) shows how
lj the material choice for the VS is
the MER is used with the Material Reduction Factor (R). If

aluminum, R = 0.
Vertical Stabilizer Weight = (0.5

* Vertical Stabilizer Area1·09) * (1-R)

(2.2.1)

-, .
To explore
the use of titanium alloy Ti-5Al-2.5Sn as a primary structure material, Ti

,.
..
... currently
Material
Reduction Factors had,I to be derived. MaterialJ IReduction
Factors are
,., under tensile loads) or
calculated using tensile strength-to-weight ratios (for structures

,.
compressive strength-to-weight
ratios (for structures under compressive loads). It is assumed that
l sheet, bar, plate or combination
• vehicle structure can be compared to either a structural
any
I

... Fey) are obtained from the Military
thereof. Material primary strength properties (Ftu, Fty and

.

Handbook ofMetallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures [16]. The alloys

. 2-3. S-basis material property
' ...
analyzed and primary material
properties used are shown in Table

-

.

values were used when available, otherwise B-basis values were used.
..
., of aluminum, the strength-to-weight ratio
...
To compare the performance
of titanium
to that
'

1
• •
I '
.... of titanium
of aluminum
is divided by the
strength-to-weight ratio
as in equation (2.2.2). This

•

....... 1·uses the material •ultimate
•I
ff I 1 stress (Fw). The ratio is also calculated for
example calculation
tensile

material allowable tensile yield stress (Fty) and compressive yield stress (Fey). The MIL

·".

,_ for• ultimate
I
Handbook provides no data
compressive stress. Reduction factors are calculated as

..

in equation
(2.2.3), and ultimate and
'
, yield reduction factors are compared.
(Al %F,u * Al F,/PA1)/(Ti %F,u * Ti Fn/P,.;) = X

(2.2.2)

(1-x) = R

(2.2.3)

•·· 2-4. Ultimate tensile stress
The resulting ratios and reduction ,·factors are shown in Table

'.

' • • j for structural application [ 1 6], so
is commonly used as a criterion of the strength of the material
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Table 2-3 Material properties data for Material Reduction Factor calculations
Material Property

Al 2024 T35 1

Al 2024 T3

Ti-5Al-2.5Sn

Density, p (lbfm3)

0. 101

0. 101

0. 162

% Fw

80

80

77

% Fty

83

83

75

% Fey

86

86

71

Sheet Fw (ksi), thickness

Not Available

66, 0. 129-0.249"

135, 0. 1 88-0.250"

Sheet Fty (ksi), thickness

Not Available

48, 0. 129-0.249"

123, 0. 1 88-0.250"

Sheet Fey (ksi), thickness

Not Available

40, 0. 129-0.249"

128, 0. 1 88-0.250"

Bar Fw (ksi), diameter

62, 0.5-2"

Not Available

126, S 2.999"

Bar Fty (ksi), diameter

45, 0.5-2"

Not Available

120, S 2.999"

Bar Fey (ksi), diameter

34, 0.5-2"

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

120, 0.25 1 - 1 .5"

Not Available

1 13, 0.25 1 - 1 .5"

Not Available

1 1 8, 0.25 1 - 1 .5"

Plate Fw (ksi), thickness
Plate Fty (ksi), thickness
Plate Fey (ksi), thickness

65, 0.5-1"
64, 1 - 1 .5"
50, 0.5-1"
50, 1 - 1 .5"
41, 0.5-1"
40, 1 - 1 .5"

Table 2-4 Strength to weight ratios and Material Reduction Factors calculated from the
data in Table 2-3
Material

Ftu Ratio

Rtu

Fry Ratio

Rry

Sheet

0.81

0. 19

0.69

0.31

0.61

0.39

Bar

0.82

0. 18

0.67

0.33

NIA

NIA

0.90, 0.5-1 "

0. 10, 0. 5-1 "

0. 79, 0.5-1 "

0.21, 0.5-1 "

0. 68, 0.5-1 "

0.32, 0.5-1 "

0.89, 1-1.5"

0. 11, 1-1.5 "

0. 79, 1-1.5 "

0.21, 1-1.5 "

0.66, 1 -1.5 "

0.34, 1-1.5 "

Form

Plate
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. Fey Ratio

Rey

the Material Reduction Factors generated from this property are given more consideration for
conservatism. ST fuselage structure and pressure vessel structure MERs use
R = 0.20; these structures experience mostly tensile loads, though the fuselage also experiences
compression due to bending loads. Thrust structure MERs use R = 0.25; these structures are
typically under compressive loads and can be envisioned as a mixture of bars/rods and plates, but
the complexity of the joints and attach points urge conservatism. Secondary structures (avionics
racks, tank mounts, etc.) utilize an R = 0. 15-0.20 for similar reasons.
2.2.3

Cargo Ferry Vehicle Calculations

As mentioned briefly in section 2.1, the Cargo Ferry Vehicle (CFV) is a topic being studied by
the author for this paper. The CFV is a two-crewed version of the Space Transport with fewer
crew comforts, a "big rig" for hauling space cargo. It is meant for short durationmissions with
minimal crew accommodations and no EVA capability. For this study, mission duration is
assumed to be 5+2 days or less. A CFV can be conceived such that many crew-related systems,
their respective volumes and weights that would be included in a ST are omitted and replaced
with payload. The fuselage length that would otherwise house the Crew Habitat or escape system
propulsion in the ST becomes CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay length. The CFV segments are
described in Figure 2-12.
Since there is no Crew Habitat in the Cargo Ferry Vehicle, the only pressurized volume is
the Hight Deck. The CFV Hight Deck is the length of a 3-5 crew ST Hight Deck, but only has

Nose

Flight
Deck

Length scaled
from the
.
reference vehicle
nose length

Power
Bay

Unpressurized
Payload Bay

Length based on
a ST F li9 ht Deck
w1"th 2 rows

Length scales based on ISPR
quantity and/or the amount of
unpressurized cargo, just as
ST PLB does

Lengths scale just as ST
segments do

Figure 2-12 Sketch of the CFV fuselage segments and the components that drive their
length
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i·
one row of seats. The extra volume is for the Waste Management System (toilet) and docking

workstation. The CFV is assumed to have two ejection seats, two emergency breathing
j '
apparatuses (in case of fire), two survival kits, and an emergency
medical kit. The crew would

I • is also no
'· galley on a
sleep restrained in their seats, and there is no exercise equipment. There

• • this
CFV, so the food is assumed to be ready-to-eat. With these minimal crew accommodations,
vehicle would be particularly useful in ferrying cargo between space stations or platforms.
A version of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool has been updated to estimate the weight of a
CFV. Algorithms have been changed on each of the MER Worksheets for .!those subsystems or
' ,I
•
components that differ from a ST. For example, since
there is no crew habitat,
the sizing

.

calculations for the CFV pressure vessel have been changed. Also, changes have been' made to

.
. ' ..
. (MER)6.0 Crew Accommodations to remove items not listed above. The CFV weights
the
. ' from
'I,
MER Worksheets are then fed to the Weight Breakdown Worksheet, as shown previously for the

ST in Figure 2-1 1 . These weights are summed with appropriate
Weight Growth Allowances at
,,
the subsystem level ( 1 .0 CFV Structures, 2.0 CFV Mechanisms, etc.), and Dry Weight, Landed
Weight and GLOW are calculated just as they are for the ST.

,.. Weight is
. , with equation (2.2.4). CFV Empty
The CFV Empty Weight is then calculated

CFV Dry Weight plus propellant and consumable weights. CFV Empty Weight can also be
thought of as CFV GLOW minus payload.
CFV Empty Weight = CFV Structure Weight With Growth Allowance + CFV Mechanisms Weight
With Growth Allowance + CFV Propulsion Weight With Growth Allowance + CFV Avionics &
Power Weight With Growth Allowance + CFV ECLSS Weight With Growth Allowance + CFV
(2.2.4)

Consumables Weight + CFV Propellant Weight

For a CFV sized to carry "z" lb of Unpressurized Cargo (CFV Max Payload), this
payload capacity can be manifested in multiple ways- as Unpressurized Cargo only, Pressurized
'

I

Cargo in a container (ISPRs and R/F racks), or a mix of the two. A CFV Possible Manifest table
'I
•
has been created at the bottom of the Weight Breakdown Worksheet.
The
structure
of the
• •

" I quantities 2 to 40,
·• the length of the
Possible Manifest table can be seen in Table 2-5. For ISPR

'

required Pressurized Container is calculated. The pressurized container Weight with. Growth
Allowance is calculated, and then the weight of the container plus the ISPRs is summed as in

,,..
equation (2.2.5). The value printed in the cell depends on the outcome of the "IF' statements.
The "IF' statements check that the container length for that number of ISPRs is not greater than
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Table 2-5 Excerpt from the CFV Possible Manifest table on the Weight Breakdown
Worksheet of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool for a 134 klb CFV. This is the vehicle which
carries 30 klb of Unpressurized Cargo in Figure 2-19.
ISPR

Pressurized

Pressurized

Pressurized Container

Unpressurized

Quantity

Container

Container

WWGA + Rack Weight

Cargo

Length (ft)

WWGA (lb)

(lb)

2

6.25

3,2 1 3

5,683

22,366

3

6.25

3,2 1 3

6,9 1 8

22,366

4

6.25

3,2 1 3

8, 1 53

2 1 ,847

5

10.0

5,141

1 1 ,3 16

17,785

17

2 1 .25

10,924

Too Big

NIA

the CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay length, and that the weight of the container plus the ISPRs is
not greater than the CFV Max Payload capability. If either of these is true, the words "Too Bign
appear in the cell. See Figure 2-13 for a flowchart of this logic process.
CFV Pressurized Container WWGA + Racks Weight = IF(CFV Pressurized Container Length >
CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay Length, "Too Big ", IF(CFV Pressurized Container WWGA +
ISPR Quantity * 1235 > CFV Max Payload, "Too Big ", CFV Pressurized Container WWGA +
ISPR Quantity * 1235)) ·

(2.2.5)

The amount of Unpressurized Cargo that can be carried alongside the resulting container
of ISPRs is calculated as in equation (2.2.6). There is a user-specified radial clearance between
the container and the payload bay walls, as well as a user-specified axial clearance between the
container and any Unpressurized Cargo. The first "IF' statement in equation (2.2.6) assesses

whether there is room for Unpressurized Cargo. If the container length plus the axial clearance
exceeds the CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay length, "NIA" appears in the cell. There is no room
for Unpressurized Cargo. The second "IF' statement checks whether the combined weight of the
container and ISPRs already exceeds the CFV Max Payload. Is it ''Too Big?" If so, there is not a
possible manifest for that number of ISPRs, and "N/A" appears in the cell. If this weight is not
"Too Big," the amount of Unpressurized Cargo is calculated based on both available weight and
available volume. The smaller of the two appears in the cell. This logic is seen in Figure 2-14.
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w
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Figure 2-13 Logic flow for the Pressurized Container WWGA + Rack Weight calculation in the
CFV Possible Manifest table

Container
Length
Calculation

Container
¥¢ggtlt
ca1cu1auon

w

.....J

Figure 2-14 Logic for Unpressurized Cargo Weight calculation in the CFV Possible Manifest Table

CFV Unpressurized Payload Weight = IF((CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay Length- (CFV
Pressurized Container Length +Axial Clearance)) > 0, IF((CFV Pressurized Container WWGA

+ Racks Weight) = "Too Big", "NIA ", MIN(CFV Max Payload - (CFV Pressurized Container
WWGA + Racks Weight), ((CFV Unpressurized Payload Bay Length- CFV Pressurized
Container Length -Axial Clearance)

* 12 *

2

(Fuselage Diameter * 1212 - Radial Clearance) * n)/250)), "NIA ")

(2.2.6)

This CFV Possible Manifest table is for the users' information only. It affects no Sizing
calculations in the Tool. The table is used, however, to determine the maximum number of racks
that the CFV can carry. Equation (2.2. 7) performs this query for the user. MS Excel looks in the
CFV Pressurized Container WWGA + Racks Weight column of the table, finds the number

closest to the CFV Max Payload, and chooses the number from the ISPR Quantity column in the
same row. Since any entry in the CFV Pressurized Container WWGA + Racks Weight column
that is greater than CFV Max Payload is marked ''Too Big," the query always picks the weight
closest to but not greater than CFV Max Payload.
CFV Max Racks = LOOKUP(CFV Max Payload, (CFV Pressurized Container WWGA + Racks
Weight) column, (CFV ISPR Quantity) column)

(2.2. 7)

Section 2.3.2 will show Cargo Ferry Vehicle size as a function of payload capabilities.
The results for one of those CFV points coincide with the Possible Manifest table excerpt above
(Table 2-5).
2.2.4

Crew Escape Assumptions and Calculations
All of the calculations associated with variations of crew escape systems begin with the

switch on the State Worksheet. The user can choose to model a ST with no crew escape system;
Ejection Seats only (either open or encapsulated); a Crew Escape Module (with or without
propulsion) or a combination thereof.
2.2.4.1

Ejection Seat Calculations
Choosing the desired crew escape mode activates a large number of "IF' statements

throughout the Tool. On the Subsystem Configuration Worksheet, the escape mode and crew seat
type chosen determine the quantities of escape components. For example, the number of ejection
seat hatches is calculated from equation (2.2.8). If "Standard" crew seats are chosen, then there
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are no ejection seat• hatches. If the seat type is anything else ("Ejection" or "Encapsulated

..

;
Ejection"), the number of hatches equals the total number of crewmembers.

Ejection Seat Hatch Quantity = IF(Crew Seat Type

= "Standa.rd", 0, Crew Quantity)

(2.2.8)

The crew seat type chosen also determines the seat unit weight to be used on the
(MER)6.0 Crew Accommodations Worksheet. An equation is written which queries a list of

.

possible unit weights and chooses the appropriate one for the
crew seat type. An
, specified
,
.,
example of this query
is shown in equation (2.2.9). A snapshot of the associated (MER)6.0 Crew

Accommodations Worksheet section for 6.1 Crew Seats is shown in Figure 2-15. The MS Excel
CONCATENATE function takes the value of Crew Seat Type (which is "Standard" in this case)

and adds it onto " Seat." VLOOKUP then looks for "Standard Seat" in the array specified by
Blue Cell Number:Green Cell Number (in this case the 3x2 array list with the comers highlighted

in blue and green in Figure 2-13). The word FALSE in equation (2.2.9) tells the function to find
an exact match. Once "Standard Seat" is found, VLOOKUP picks the value in column · 2 of that
• seats is then calculated as
I •crew
i, for all
row of the array, 'a' lbs. The total weight (without WGA)

in equation (2.2.10). Note that if the Crew Quantity � 2, it is assumed that 2 of these
crewmembers are the "Pilot" and "Commander." Thus, if Standard seats are chosen, two of the
seats are fixed cockpit seats and the rest can be removed and stowed for more crew volume.
CDRIPLT Seat Unit Weight = VLOOKUP(CONCATENATE(Crew Seat Type, " Seat"),
Blue Cell Number:Green Cell Number, 2, FALSE)

(2.2.9)

...

Crew Seats Weight = 2 * CDRIPLT Seat Unit Weight + (Crew Quantity - 2 Recumbent Crew Quantity) * Crew Seat Unit Weight + Recumbent Crew Quantity *
Recumbent Seat Unit Weight

(2.2.10)

..

A similar set of calculations is performed to determine the weight of the Ejection Seat
l.
Hatches. These calculations depend on the Ejection Seat Hatch
Quantity, from equation (2.2.8),

and the Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatch Type. As explained in section 2.1.3, the commander and

,. with or without windows. Similar to Figure 2-15,
pilot ejection seat hatches can be modeled

I
Figure 2-16 is a snapshot from the (MER)2.0 Mechanisms
Worksheet showing the 2.10 Ejection
.,

Seat Hatches section. The calculations for Cockpit, Crew and Recumbent Crew Ejection Seat
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= Crew Seats Weight

6.1 Crew Seats
Passed Parameters

Value

Parameter
StaV.._..

em,�
Configurdon,.,_.,.
Crews.atType

Commtfttll

8

Pll'fclrmtnce Plrlmelera

'

Mass Estimating Relationship Parameters

Parameter

CDR/PLT Seat Unit Weight

Ejection Seat
Encapsulated Ejection Seat
Crew Seat Unit Weight
Standard Seat
Ejection Seat
Encapsulated Ejection Seat
Deconditioned Crew Seat Unit Weight
Standard Seat
Ejection Seat
Encapsulated Ejection Seat

a lbs

Value

Comments

a lbs
b ibs

c lbs
i lbs

x lbs

i lbs
j lbs

k lbs
x lbs
y lbs
z lbs

Figure 2-15 Snapshot of the Crew Seats section of the (MER)6.0 Crew Accommodations
Worksheet. Notice the seat type unit weight lists within the Mass Estimating Relationship
Parameters block.
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2. 1 0 Ejection Seat Hatches
2. 1 0. 1 Cockpit Hatches
2. 1 0.2 Crew Hatches
2. 10.3 Deconditioned Crew Hatches

=Ejection Seat Hatches Weight
=Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatches Weight
=Crew Ejection Seat Hatches Weight
=Deconditioned Crew Ejection Seat Hatches Weight

Passed Parameters

, Va•

Standard
0
Wlndl:M

Mass Estimating Relationship Parameters

Value

Parameter
Crew Hatch Unit Weights

:H'.l l!l-illl�l:::1 , . . .

Windowless Hatch Weight
Wlndowless Recumbent Hatch Weight

Ul!t

Comments

EquaII Crew Quantity
NIA It Crew Seat Type Is •Standard"

CClmmenta
0. Palmer
O. Palmer
O. Palmer

Figure 2-16 Snapshot of the Ejection Seat Hatch section of the (MER)2.0 Mechanisms
Worksheet. Notice the hatch type unit weight list within the Mass Estimating
Relationshio Parameters block.
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Hatch Weights are shown in equations (2.2.11), (2.2.12) and (2.2.13). The CONCATENATE
function in equation (2.2.11) adds the Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatch Type (in this case "Window")
to " hatch Weight." VLOOKUP looks for "Window Hatch Weight" in the 2x2 array list Yellow
Cell Number:Orange Cell Number (the array list with the corners highlighted in yellow and

orange in Figure 2- 14). The unit weight for a hatch with windows, 'd' lbs, is then used to
calculate the Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatch Weight.
Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatch Weight = IF(Crew Seat Type = "Standard", 0, 2 *
(VLOOKUP(CONCATENATE(Cockpit Ejection Seat Hatch Type, " Hatch Weight"),
Yellow Cell Number:Orange Cell Number, 2, FALSE)))

(2.2.11)

(Non-recumbent) Crew Ejection Seat Hatch Weight = IF(Crew Quantity>2, IF(Crew Seat Type =
"Standard", 0, (Ejection Seat Hatch Quantity - 2 - Recumbent Crew Quantity) *
Windowless Ejection Seat Hatch Weight),0)

(2.2.12)

Recumbent Crew Ejection Seat Hatch Weight = IF(Crew Seat Type =
"Standard", 0, Recumbent Crew Quantity *
Windowless Recumbent Ejection Seat Hatch Weight)

2.2.4.2

(2.2.13)

Crew Escape Module Calculations
The Space Transport Crew Escape Module (CEM) is configured similarly to the Apollo

...

Command Module or to the STS CEM concepts considered under the STAS crew escape studies.
In the event of an emergency, the forward crew cockpit separates from the main body of the
vehicle and is propelled clear of danger. Parachutes are then deployed and the module splashes
down in the ocean to await recovery.
A ST with a Crew Escape Module is weighed as any other ST modeled. The fuselage

• vessel is scaled from the
structure is calculated for the entire ST, not in pieces. The pressure
Reference Vehicle and weighed as one item. The differences lie in the many assumptions and
calculations used to estimate the CEM Gross Weight. This includes estimates of attributed
structure weights as well as the addition of CEM-specific components and subsystems to
accurately model the weight of the module. It all comes down to the question, "What's in the
module?" The top level CEM Dry Weight breakdown can be seen in equation (2.2.14).
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CEM Dry Weight = IF(Escape Mode = "Module", CEM Structure WWGA + CEM Mecha.nisms
WWGA + CEM Propulsion WWGA + CEM Avionics WWGA + CEM ECLSS WWGA + Crew
Seats WWGA + Nose Landing Gear WWGA, 0)

(2.2.14)

Crew Seats are the only line item from Crew Accommodations included in the CEM Dry
Weight. Depending on vehicle configuration, the Nose Landing Gear may be included as part of
the CEM. Each of the major subsystem terms in the sum above is calculated from component
weights with growth allowance. The following lists describe some of the major components
included in these CEM subsystem categories. Some of these line items will be discussed in detail
in subsequent paragraphs.
CEM Structure:
•

CEM % Fuselage Surface Area * ST Fuselage Structure WWGA

•

CEM % Pressure Vessel Surface Area * ST Pressure Vessel WWGA

•

Crew Escape Thrust Structure WWGA

•

Hatch WWGA

•

Avionics Racks WWGA

•

Nose TPS WWGA

•

CEM % Fuselage Surface Area * Windward Fuselage TPS WWGA

•

CEM % Fuselage Surface Area * Leeward Fuselage TPS WWGA

•

Nose Insulation WWGA

•

CEM % Fuselage Surface Area * Fuselage Internal Insulation WWGA

CEM Mechanisms:
•

CEM Parachute System WWGA

•

CEM Impact Attenuation and Flotation System WWGA

•

CEM Separation System WWGA

•

CEM Ejection Seat Hatches WWGA (if a module has Ejection Seats also)

CEM Propulsion:
•

Forward RCS Thrusters and Related Hardware WWGA

•

Forward RCS Propellant Tanks
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•

CEM-specific RCS Thrusters and Related Hardware WWGA

•

CEM Engines and Related _Hardware WWGA

•

CEM Propellant Tanks
The CEM Landed Weight includes the CEM reserve and unusable propellants, forward

RCS propellants and emergency survival equipment. It is assumed that the crew wears pressure
suits that are supplied with emergency ventilation and cooling during ascent and descent. These
are also included in the CEM Landed Weight. Equation (2.2.15) shows the CEM Gross Weight
calculation.
CEM Gross Weight = CEM Landed Weight + CEM Nominal Fuel Weight + CEM Nominal
Oxidizer Weight + CEM Nominal Pressurant Weight

(2.2.15)

A number of calculations that iteratively determine the CEM size and weight are located
on the Sizing Worksheet. Beginning with the CEM Propulsion Module length, described in
section 2.1.4, the Crew Escape Module length is calculated as in equation (2.2.16). Figure 2-17 is
a sketch of the CEM.
Crew Escape Module Length = IF(Escape Mode = "Module", Nose Length + Flight Deck Length

+ CEM Propulsion Module Length, 0)

(2.2.16)

Two calculations necessary to size the CEM parachutes and floatbags are shown in
equations (2.2.17) and (2.2.18). The suspended weight sizes the parachutes, and the floatbag lift
sizes the flotation system. The parachutes are sized to suspend a CEM with all of its propellant as
a worst case. The floatbags are also sized for this scenario. Both the parachute weight and
floatbag weight thus depend on and are included in the CEM Gross Weight. As the CEM Gross
Weight increases, the CEM Propulsion Module length grows because larger engines and more
propellant are needed to push the module away at the given acceleration. The increase in CEM
Gross Weight then causes the parachutes and floatbags to grow, etc. These weights are also
iteratively included in the ST GLOW.
CEM Parachute Suspended Weight = IF(Escape Mode = "Module ", CEM Gross Weight - CEM
Chute Weight With Growth Allowance, 0)
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(2.2.1 7)

Nose

Flight
Deck

CE

Prop

Figure 2-17 Sketch of the Crew Escape Module fuselage segments
CEM Floatbag Lift =IF(Escape Mode = "Module ", CEM Gross Weight - CES Chute Weight
With Growth Allowance, 0)

(2.2.18)

The CEM Gross Weight also depends on how much of the ST Fuselage Structure and
Pressure Vessel weight belong to the module. The ST Fuselage Structure weight is calculated as
in equation and (2.2. 1 9) [15] . Since the MERs for fuselage and pressure vessel structures depend
on the surface areas of the respective structures, these areas must be estimated geometrically for ·
the CEM. Assuming the fuselage is basically a cylinder, surface area for each ST fuselage
segment that is not part of the module is subtracted to yield the surface area of the CEM. From
this, the percentage of ST fuselage surface area present on the CEM is determined, seen in
equation (2.2.20). This percentage is applied to the ST Fuselage Structure WWGA to estimate
the CEM Fuselage Structure WWGA. This same percentage is used to determine how much of
the ST Windward and Leeward TPS and Internal Insulation is included in the CEM Gross
Weight. The CEM % Pressure Vessel is estimated in a similar fashion.
ST Fuselage Structure Weight = 3.4 lb/f( * Fuselage Surface Area

(2.2.19)

CEM % Fuselage Surface Area = JF(Escape Mode = "Module ", (CEM Fuselage Surface
Area/Fuselage Surface Area) * 100, 0)
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(2.2.20)

II
The CEM Propulsion System is sized based on the module thrust-to-weight
ratio (T/W),
I

•

which determines the escape acceleration, and the engine bum time. Both of these are input to
- ., as in equation (2.2.21). Propellant
the State Worksheet. The CEM engine thrust is calculated
,.

Weight Flow Rate is calculated in equation (2.2.22) [17]. Based on the mass mixture ratio
prescribed by the chosen propellant, the Fuel and Oxidizer Weight Flow Rates can be calculated.
This is important because CEM propellant weight is not based on delta-v, but upon the flow rates
and bum time. It is assumed that a CEM with a propulsion system has Reaction Control System

. ,, Propellant for this CEM-specific RCS is
(RCS) thrusters dedicated to stabilization during escape.

calculated from a prescribed delta-v, using equation (2.2.23) [18].

.. = "Yes", CEM Thrust-to-Weight Ratio * CEM
(2.2.21)
Gross Weight/CEM Engine
.. ....... Quantity, 0)

CEM Engine Thrust = IF(Module Propulsion

dwldt = Fllsp, so

2.3
2.3.1

CEM Propellant Weight Flow Rate = CEM Engine Thrust/CEM Engine lsp

(2.2.22)

milmf = mil(mi-mp) = e�Vlgisp

(2.2.23)

·-

.

�•I
. Results
Validation of the ST Weights
& Sizing
" lTool and Example
Validation of the Tool
To validate the results of the ST Weights & Sizing Tool, the Space Shuttle Orbiter will be

,·
modeled. The ST Thermal Protection System has been modified
so ,,
that no advanced TPS
materials •
are included. Reinforced carbon-carbon is used'Ifor the nose cap and leading edges.
<
The Orbiter's High-Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation (HRSI) tiles are modeled with LI't

�- leeward surfaces on the Orbiter
900, which has the same material density. The lower-temperature

.

,.
.,. tiles, Felt Reusable
are covered with either Low-temperature Reusable Surface Insulation
(LRSI)
.

Surface Insulation (FRSI) or Advanced Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation (AFRSI) blankets.
1·
For this study, the leeward ST surfaces have been modeled with AFRSI.
The Reference Vehicle
l•
. ' information in the Space Shuttle Reference Manual
TPS thicknesses have been averaged from

[19].
I ,.
The mission modeled will be a cargo and crew delivery mission
I,.. . ,.to the International

...

Space Station. This mission requires a minimum of 7 crew, approximately 1000 ft/s delta-v, an
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0
integral airlock, EV A equipment, a docking 'mechanism
and an RMS. Though the mission

duration is typically less than two weeks, the Orbiter' s ECLSS is capable of a 30 day mission
[20] . This will be modeled in the Tool with a Mission Duration of 720 hours and O hours of
contingency, assuming contingency is included in the 30 days. The Shuttle Orbiter has a fuselage
diameter of a little over 19ft and an internal payload bay diameter of 15ft. The calculations for
the ST Unpressurized Payload Bay have been set to model this scheme.
llll , Orbiter must carry the Space Shuttle
l Main Engines (SSMEs) throughout the
The Shuttle
I

..
mission profile, though they serve no purpose once the
vehicle is in orbit. SSMEs weigh 7,480 lb
I
I

,

each, so three engines weigh approximately 22,440 'Ilbs [7]. Also, when the Orbiter performs a
mission to ISS, it carries a maximum of 35,000 lbs of cargo in the payload bay [21], as well as the
payload necessary for crew delivery or rotation. This is equivalent to a total of 57,440 lbs of
Unpressurized Cargo, not including payload attach structure or support equipment, and 9 MLEs
I
in the Tool. The result is a ST GLOW of 274,735 lbs. The IMPLM
that is carried in the Orbiter's

" delivery holds 16 racks, five of which can be provided power. Thus,
payload bay for ISS cargo
another way to model this mission (not to capacity) is to input 9 MLEs, 22,440 lbs of
Unpressurized Cargo, 5 R/F racks and 11 ISPRs. This is a total of about 52,600 lbs, including the
pressurized payload container. This results in a ST GLOW of 270,475 lbs. The launch weight of
the Shuttle Orbiter for Mission 1 Due East is 273,323 lb [22]. This mission is for 65,000 lb of
payload to a lower altitude. Mission 1 requires less OMS delta-v and can thus carry additional

'

�f

f

I

payload. This shows that the ST Weights & Sizing Tool predicts vehicle weight well within the
regime to perform useful and realistic trade studies.
2.3.2

� .,
Example
Results
... from the Tool

••

The ST Weights & Sizing Tool can be used to address general trends by varying major
configuration issues (crew number, mission duration, OMS delta-v and payload capability). It

•• to look at variations in more specific subsystems. Running the Tool for specific
can also
�-- be used

..

l
.,
inputs and then curve
fitting trend lines to the data has generated
the figures that follow. For

.

..,. '
generality, all of the following data assumes pressure-fed LOX/LH 2 OMS engines, Shuttle

....

heritage
..._ ECLS and Power Systems, and Shuttle Orbiter basic requirements (when they are not the

.. .

variable in question). The mission duration, when not a variable, will be held at 14+2 days,
which is a typical STS mission. The Shuttle Orbiter carries three fuel cells, each capable of 7 kW
continuous output and 12 kW peak output. Two fuel cells are required to produce the 14 kW for
the average power consumption [19]. The following data was run assuming three total fuel cells,
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...

• power generation. Due to the shape of the Reference Vehicle
with two required for Steady State
I •

t at 16 ft, assuming a 15-ft
Fuselage, the fuselage diameter, when not being varied, will be held

payload bay inner diameter.
2.3.2.1

•
General Trends for Major ST Configuration Variations

-� ..

'

Not including crew escape, the biggest drivers of ST GLOW are crew size, OMS delta-V

.,

..
....as a function
and payload capability. Figure 2-18 shows ST GLOW
of crew quantity
and mission
.
� �

..

..

•
duration. The steps in the curves
occur when another
row must ;,
be added
to the ST IFlight Deck to
r
�
·, I()"

'
'I
•
accommodate the additional crewmember.
These
crew quantity
increases
� jumps occur when

..

""'

..,

from 2 to 3, 5 to 6 or 8• lto 9. Again, this •growth �
is dependent .on the Reference Vehicle shape
� and

..

•

•

'
internal arrangement. Mission duration
has a �
lesser impact,
is still a major driver. From this
...'l but.. .i

...

figure, increasing the nominal mission duration from 14 to 22 days can increase •1111
the ST GLOW

• decrease ST GLOW by just as.,
4,700-6,700 lbs. Decreasing the duration from 14 to 6 days can

..

.

' •I contingency. Table 2-6 lists the other
• include 2 days of mission
much. All of these data points

•

..

• • for this data set. The subsequent figures
◄ crew
inputs that were held constant
quantity ··use
,
• that vary

2, 5 and 8 crew. These are the maximum crew quantities prior to the row jump.

..

Figure 2-19 presents ST GLOW and CFV GLOW as a function of UnpressurizedJ Cargo

.

,c:
• of the Unpressurized
capability. Since
the payload bay length is proportional to the weight

....

Cargo, via the payload density, this function is linear. The slope of these lines suggests that •for

..

every pound of Unpressurized Cargo added to the ST or CFV, the GLOW increases by 2.5 lb.
1,..

.

..

Also, the data show that a CFV can carry approximately 10,000 lb more Unpressurized
Cargo
'

..

than a 2-crew ST of the same GLOW. Similarly, the CFV can haul 14,000-18,000 lb more than
the 5-and 8-crew STs of the same GLOW. This extra payload capability is attributed to the

,.

J
►
" • duration,
weight saved by reducing the crew accommodations and
mission
the biggest contributor

being the removal of the Crew Habitat.

•

••

J ...
To explore the effects of material choice on ST GLOW, Figure 2-20 again shows the data

TT\
-.i
for the 8-crew ST from Figure 2-19, which was calculated based on all
construction.
•• aluminum
4,

I

.

T
For comparison, the same requirements were plotted for STs assuming
some Ti-5Al-2.5Sn

,

-..

• base closeout
t· Ifuselage,
:, .... and
;., l "' ••to
, vertical stabilizer
structures. ·changing the material choice for the

.

• I rt:
f'
the titanium alloy, the ST GLOW decreases by nearly 3.5-4.0%. Changing
the wing andI ,
body
II

.

..

• by an additional 3.5-3.8%. These estimates are aggressive.
flap as well reduces the ST GLOW
,-

..

..

.�

. , are
_..., here
Only detailed structural analysis can determine whether the weight savings suggested

,,

.. "When in contact
•.◄
realistic. Manufacturing titanium structures can also present challenges.
with
•
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Figure 2-18 ST GWW as a Function of Crew Size and Mission Duration
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Table 2-6 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-18 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2- 18

Number of Crew

Variable; 2 to 1 1

Mission Duration + Contingency

Variable; 6+2 to 22+2 days in 4 day steps

Crew Escape System

None

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

. OMS Delta-V

1 ,000 ft/s

Airlock Type

None

EVA Equipment?

No

Dock, Berth, None?

Dock

Payload

None

RMS?

No

OMS Propellant

LOX/LH2

Total # Fuel Cell�# Required for

3/2

Steady State Power

50

260,000

240,000

220,000

200,000

g 1 80,000

-+- CFV- 2 Crew
- ST- 2 Crew
-tr- ST- 5 Crew
- sT- B Crew

�
0
.J
Cl

1 60,000

Mission Duration
1 4+2 days

1 40,000

1 20,000

1 00,000

0

1 0,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

60,000

70,000

Unpre99urlzed Cargo {lb)

Figure 2-19 Space Transport and Cargo Ferry Vehicle GLOW as a Function of
Unpressurized Cargo Weight and Crew Size.
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cadmium, silver, mercury or certain of their compounds," titanium can become embrittled [16].

.

I
• I
Figure 2-21 is similar to Figure 2-19, showing STI 'GLOW
versus quantity of International

'
Standard
Payload Racks. The steps in this curve occur as another row of ISPRs is added to the

,,
Pressurized Container. The Pressurized Container
for the 11-ft diameter fuselage packs the
ISPRs two abreast, so ST fuselage length grows with every additional two ISPRs. This causes a
ST GLOW increase larger than just adding an additional rack. Similarly, the 16-ft diameter
fuselage
L grows in length with the addition of every four racks. The Tool also calculates vehicle
fineness ratio, which is the fuselage length over fuselage
... diameter (Lt/Dr). The fineness ratio of
the Shuttle Orbiter is approximately 5.38 [5]. Extremely high or considerably low fineness ratios
can be a signal that a vehicle will have poor aerodynamic performance. The inset table in Figure
2-21 lists the fineness ratios for the ST configurations plotted. For the Reference Vehicle

' in this study, it is recommended
. '
Fuselage being .used
that the fineness ratio not exceed 8

[Wetherall]. So, for ISPR loads of 12 or greater, ST fuselage diameter should be 15 ft or greater.
Conversely, small ISPR loads (2-8) make a 15-ft diameter fuselage with no other payload very
short. Table 2-7 lists the Tool inputs for Figures 2-19, 2-20 and 2-21.
,. I
The next two figures demonstrate some ofi •the Orbital
Maneuvering System configuration

trends that can be quickly assessed in the ST Weights & Sizing Tool. Figure 2-22 addresses the

.

- I

.,. ST weight. Space Transports with LOX/CH4 and LOX/RP
effect of OMS delta-v on the
propulsion are shown to be lighter in Figure 2-20 than those with storable propellant systems.
f • is based on engine specific impulses (lsp), mixture ratios and propellant
However, this conclusion

densities only. The Tool does not yet account for weight associated with cryogenic unique

•

systems, i.e. cryogenic propellant lines and tanks. These data points assume an OMS engine

.,

'I The effects of OMS thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) and OMS
nozzle area ratio of AJAt = 100/1.
'
engine nozzle area ratio
(AJAt) on the ST GLOW are shown in Figure 2-23. For an area ratio of

100/1, reducing the T/W from 0.2 to 0.1 reduces the ST GLOW by less than 2,000 lb, which is
1

•

less than 1%. Reducing the T/W again by one-half to 0.05 has very little effect, reducing the ST

......,°'�·,,.

., a T/W of 0.2, reducing the area ratio from 100/1 to 25/1
GLOW by less than 1,000 lb. For
increases the ST GLOW by about 5,000 II
lb, a less than 2% difference, but more significant.
Though the jumps in T/W between curves and the steps in AJAt are relatively large, for the
ranges
• shown, ST GLOW is not very sensitive to either. Table 2-8 lists the additional inputs
used to generate the data in Figures 2-22 and 2-23.
'1
Consider next the possible advances in Thermal Protection Systems that could contribute

to reducing the weight of re-entry vehicles. The current TPS tiles used on the Shuttle Orbiter
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Table 2-7 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-19, 2-20 and 2-21 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2- 19/ 2-20

Assumptions for Figure 2-21

Number of Crew

Variable; 2, 5 and 8

8

Mission Duration + Contingency

14+2 days

14+2 days

Crew Escape System

None

None

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

Variable; 1 1 and 16 ft

OMS Delta-V

1 ,000 ft/s

1 ,000 ft/s

Airlock Type

Hard

Hard

EVA Equipment?

Yes

Yes

Dock, Berth, None?

Dock

Dock

Payload

Variable; 5 to 65 klb in 5 klb steps

Variable; 2 to 16 ISPRs

RMS?

Yes

Yes

OMS Propellant

LOX/LH2

LOX/LH2

Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for

3/2

3/2

Steady State Power
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Table 2-8 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-22 and 2-23 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2-22

Assumptions for Figure 2-23

Number of Crew

8

8

Mission Duration + Contingency

14+2 days

14+2 days

Crew Escape System

None

None

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

16 ft

OMS Delta-V

Variable; 500 to 1 ,500 ft/s in 250

1 ,000 ft/s

ft/s steps
Airlock Type

Hard

Hard

EVA Equipment?

Yes

Yes

Dock, Berth, None?

Dock

Dock

Payload

65,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

65,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

RMS?

Yes

Yes

OMS Propellant

Variable; LOX/LH2, LOX/CH4,

LOX/LH2

LOX/RP or H2O2/RP
Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for

3/2

3/2

Steady State Power

cannot withstand structural deformation due to airframe loads. Strain Isolation Pads (SIP) are
placed between the TPS tiles and the vehicle structure to isolate the tiles from structural
deflections, expansion and acoustic vibrations [ 19]. The SIP and the TPS tiles or blankets must
also be attached to the vehicle with some kind of adhesive. The Shuttle typically uses RTV
silicon adhesive [19]. Though the thicknesses of the SIP and adhesive are relatively small, they
must be applied to large acreages. If material advances allowed TPS materials to be attached
directly to the vehicle structure, thus eliminating the SIP and adhesive, the weight savings could
be 9-10% reduction in ST GLOW. This can be seen in Figure 2-24. The data in this figure
matches that of the 8-crew ST in Figure 2-19 for the Shuttle Heritage TPS line.
In the conceptual design and study phase of a vehicle development program, AIAA-G020-1992 (mentioned in section 2. 1 .6) recommends a 40% power contingency to account for the
power growth that historically occurs as a design matures. Under estimating the required power
for a space vehicle has repercussions two-fold. First, the power generation and distribution
system is undersized. Growing this system can have large weight penalties. Figure 2-25 shows
the estimated power generation, storage and distribution system weights for several steady state
power values. As an example, if a system designed for a 10 kW steady state power load
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..

• growth in steady state
• power as the design progressed, the power system weight
experienced 40%

.

.

' the heat
... that must 'be rejected on orbit is
would increase by over 1,000 lb, over 12%. Secondly,

'

directly dependant on the vehicle's power draw. Looking back at equation (2.1.14), radiator area
is dependent on the amount of heat to be rejected. Under estimating power early in design can

.. to grow
cause the vehicle active thermal control system
as the design matures. It is
•' significantly
. ..
thus important to follow a power growth schedule as well as a weight growth schedule to account

for unknowns in the design process.
Finally, to provide some insight into the lower level trades that are possible with the ST

.,,
• I
Weights & Sizing Tool, Figure 2-26 addresses
redundancy.
ST GLOW is calculated for varying

.

�. steady state power. For example,
fuel cell quantities and the number of cells required to produce

. ..

· each of which produces half of the power for steady state vehicle functions,
a ST with 2 fuel cells,

..

'.... .• fuel cells has a failure on-orbit, the ST will not have the
.. . t,
has NO redundancy.
If one of. those
power generation capability to run all of its systems. A ST with three fuel cells, each of which is

• power production, can suffer two fuel cell failures and still have all of its
sized for steady state

..

functionality to return to Earth. Increasing the fuel cell redundancy of the "Shuttle Rqmts" data
;. required to produce steady state power) to
point from 3/2 (three fuel cells sized such that two are

,

' ST GLOW increases about
3/1 (three fuel cells each sized to produce steady state power), the

1,200 lb. The price, in weight, for redundancy in powe� generation may not be as significant as

'•
the impacts of additional
crew or payload, but increasing redundancy for all ST mission critical

.

systems can have a large
• impact. This additional redundancy translates into additional cost, both

.,

acquisition cost and operations costs. Table 2-9 summarizes the inputs for this data set.
2.3.2.2

...

Increased ST Functionality and Safety

. '' of crew, mission duration,
Once the general requirements have been chosen (number

..

, . delta-v and payload capacity), additional ST functionality and safety must be weighed
OMS

.,._

. ' or, to provide crew
' power to payload
against
the
t
.. costs. The capability to perform EVAs, to supply
•
'' ST. In the case of crew escape, the obstacle is not just
escape systems add weight to the
• costs, but DDT &E costs. The money required for development and
acquisition and operations
I

I

testing of a CEM propulsion system, for example, may prove to be too large a price for the

.

resulting increase in safety. Along with the work of the reliability and cost engineers, the ST

.

Weights & Sizing Tool can
the costs and benefits of
'
., helpI 'the customer (NASA) understand
'

.; .· functionality
increased
and safety.
•
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Table 2-9 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-26 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2-26

Number of Crew

8

Mission Duration + Contingency

14+2 days

Crew Escape System

None

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

OMS Delta-V

1 ,000 ft/s

Airlock Type

Hard

EVA Equipment?

Yes

Dock, Berth, None?

Dock

Payload

65,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

RMS?

Yes

OMS Propellant

LOX/LH2

Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for

3/2

Steady State Power

Figure 2-27 shows the effect of adding EVA capability to the ST. A ST with an
inflatable airlock and EVA equipment is 2% heavier than a ST without. This delta accounts for
the weight of the airlock and EVA equipment, but does not address stowage volume. If
additional pressurized volume must be added to the ST to stow EMUs, the increase in GLOW
would be significantly greater. The hard airlock adds about 4.5% to the ST GLOW, but it
inherently increases the vehicle length and volume, providing stowage space. Table 2-10 shows
the input values for this data set.
To provide power to payload, the required output from the ST power generation system
must increase. The higher power requirement increases the size of the fuel cells, the amount of
fuel cell reactant required and the size of the reactant dewars. Figure 2-28 presents ST GLOW as
a function of total racks carried and quantity of racks requiring power. To bound the problem,
even numbers of racks were input and allocated as either all R/F racks, all ISPRs or half of each.
Since the weights of the R/F racks and ISPRs are very close, the differences in ST GLOW can be
attributed to the increased capability of the power generation system. For the data plotted, the
increase in GLOW due to carrying all R/F racks rather than carrying all ISPRs ranges from as
little as 3.3% (total of 2 racks) to as much as 17.6% (total of 16 racks). It is unlikely that vehicle
designers would size the primary power system to accommodate 16 R/F racks at one time. Of the
16 rack positions in the MPLM, only 5 are powered. In Figure 2-23, A ST carrying 10 total racks
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Table 2-10 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-27 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2-27

Number of Crew

Variable; 2, 5 and 8

Mission Duration + Contingency

14+2 days

Crew Escape System

None

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

OMS Delta-V

1 ,000 ft/s

Airlock Type

Variable; None, Inflatable or Hard

EVA Equipment?

Variable; No for None, Yes for
Inflatable and Hard

Dock, Berth, None?

Variable; None for No Airlock,
Dock for Inflatable and Hard

Payload

65,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

RMS?

Yes

OMS Propellant

LOX/LH2

Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for

3/2

Steady State Power
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with 5 requiring power still has a GLOW 6.3 % greater than a ST carrying 10 ISPRs requiring no
power. Table 2- 1 1 summarizes the input values used to generate this data set.
The cost of crew safety can be minimal or vast. It all depends on how much crew safety
is required. The ST Weights & Sizing Tool can help NASA decide how much safety is
achievable based on how much it costs in weight. Evaluating probabilities for loss of crew
(LOC) is beyond the scope of this paper, but STs of various crew escape module capability are
modeled and compared.
The size of a Crew Escape Module with a propulsion system is a function of how fast or
how far it needs to get away. The answer to "how fast?" and "how far?" will not be addressed in
this paper, as it is the subject of on-going studies by multiple SLI prime contractors. Fi gure 2-29
begins the general crew escape comparison by plotting ST GLOW as a function of CEM
propulsion system acceleration and bum time. Acceleration was evaluated in g-loads (2g, 4g, 6g
and 8g). Bum times from 2 to 10 seconds were run in increments of 2. An equivalent 8-crew ST
with no crew escape system (and no payload) has a GLOW of 99,849 lbs. A 2g, 2s CEM only

provides about (2*2*32.2) = 128.8 ft/s of delta-v, which is not much when the CEM is escaping a
launch vehicle explosion. Yet, this small burst of escape thrust increases the ST GLOW by
19,400 lbs.
Table 2-11 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-28 data

ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2-28

Number of Crew
Mission Duration + Contingency
Crew Escape System
Fuselage Diameter
OMS Delta-V
Airlock Type
EVA Equipment?
Dock, Berth, None?
Payload
RMS?
OMS Propellant
Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for
Steady State Power

8

14+2 days
None
16 ft
1 ,000 ft/s

Hard
Yes
Dock
Variable; total # racks from 2 to 16
Yes
LOX/LH2

3/2
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The 8g, 8s and 1 Os data points diverge so much from the Reference Vehicle that
predictions become inaccurate. The Reference Vehicle must be repackaged to properly ground
the parametric model in this region.. CEM tank diameters are so great, the breadth of two
oxidizer tanks exceeds the 16-ft fuselage diameter. Table 2- 12 lists the input values used for this
data set.
Table 2-12 Tool inputs used to generate Figure 2-29 data
ST Weights & Sizing Tool Inputs

Assumptions for Figure 2-29

Number of Crew

8

Mission Duration + Contingency

14+2 days

Crew Escape System

Variable; Propulsive CEM 2 to 8 g,
2 to IO s

Fuselage Diameter

16 ft

OMS Delta-V

1 ,000 ft/s

Airlock Type

Hard

EVA Equipment?

Yes

Dock, Berth, None?

Dock

Payload

None

RMS?

Yes

OMS Propellant

LOX/LH2

Total # Fuel Cells/# Required for

3/2

Steady State Power
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3.0 Example ST Trade Study Using Kepner-Tregoe
Decision

..

..

• Kepner-Tregoe
I
• Analysis
Theory
Decision
.. of

3.1

"
Kepner-Tregoe Decision Analysis is a quantitative
method by which a choice can be

made that satisfies specified criteria. The choice is called out in a decision statement, which

..

..

begins the process by posing the questions "Which?" "How?" ....
andJ ''To what purpose?" It must

..

..

.

.J ...
.. must be specific
both limit the choices and
indicate.the desired result. The decision statement

...,..,.,,.

, ,.imply
":'to derive alternative solutions, but it must
ti • I.
enough
not force or
. �·, prior decisions in its

wording [23].

•I
• are
• described in the
�
Once the .decision
statement is defined, criteria for the decision

,, which r-;.;
objectives,
are split into musts and wants. Must objectives are mandatory, so any choice

....

- ·�-

....

•
•
that cannot
screened
out. Thus, the objectives defined
� fulfill a must objective is automatically

--

..

...

. .., .. "because they eliminate unacceptable alternatives
• measurable
• '<I•
must be
[23]." The wants are

..
·-

•
objectives we would like the choices to meet, but no choice is eliminated
if a want objective is
) I

..

not fully achieved.

..

• 4,
' assigned weights based on their relative
The want objectives are
importance, with a

weight of 10 assigned to the most important of these objectives. The weights do not have to

..

function as a ranking, so five want objectives can have weights of 10, 5, 4, 2 and 1 , if these

f• ..alternatives
weights reflect their relative importance in the decision. The
are compared against

.

the wants and assigned a numeric score based on their relative performance. This score is also on

, calculated as in equation (3. 1 . 1).
a scale of 1 to 10. Weighted Scores against individual wants are
Total Weighted Scores for each alternative are summed as in equation (3. 1 .2). The Total
Weighted Scores provide a means to select a "tentative" choice [23].
(Weighted Score)Ai

=

(Weight) i * (Score)A1,

where (Score)Ai is the score for choice A against want objective 1,
(Weight) i is the weight associated with the importance of want objective 1
and (Weighted Score)Ai is the weighted score for choice A against want objective 1. (3. 1.1)
X
(Total Weighted Score)A

=

(Weighted Score)AJ + (Weighted Score)A2 + . . . + ((Weighted Score)A;,

where (Total Weighted Score)A is the sum of the weighted scores
against individual want objectives 1 to i
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(3.1.2)

To ensure a "balanced choice," adverse consequences or risks associated with each
choice must be identified. This risk assessment is not a quantitative process, but it serves as a
sanity check, posing the question, "Is the alternative with the highest score really the best
choice?"
3.2

Trade Study Requirements and Decision Criteria
As an example of how the ST Weights & Sizing Tool can contribute to the quick turn

around of trade studies, the following decision statement will be evaluated with the Kepner
Tregoe Decision Analysis method. The must and want objectives, weights, scores and results are
the product of the author' s simplified analysis and do not reflect NASA's specific requirements or
the position of Lockheed Martin. Because there are so many variables to consider, all vehicles
analyzed will assume a 1 6-ft fuselage diameter, Shuttle heritage TPS, 1000 ft/s of OMS delta-v,
T/W = 0.05 and AJAt = 100. Also, to simplify this example, crew safety is being omitted from
the objectives so that all alternatives can be compared with no crew escape system.
•

Decision Statement-

Select the best conceptual vehicle to replace the Shuttle Orbiter' s crew transport capability.
•

Must Objectives-

Perform ISS crew rotation with additional crew to assist with ISS logistics.
Provide capability for mission duration of 14 days with 2 days contingency.
•

Want Objectives-

1 ) Minimize vehicle weight.
Weight = 10
2) Provide EVA capability for missions such as the Hubble Space Telescope repair.
Weight = 8
3) Provide at least 30,000 lb of Unpressurized Cargo capacity.
· Weight = 5
4) Provide some redundancy in the power generation system.
Weight = 4
•

Alternatives- The must objectives already rule out any ST with fewer than 3 crew and
less than 14+2 days of mission duration. See Table 3- 1 for the ST alternatives A-J being
considered for this decision.
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Table 3-1 ST Alternatives and their respective specifications used in the Kepner-Tregoe Decision Analysis
ST

# Crew

Mission

Unpress.

Duration Cargo (lb)

Option

w

=---

Airlock

EVA

Primary

Required for SS

Type

Equip

Structure

Power

(days)

...J

Total # Fuel Cells/#

Propellants

Weight (lb)

Material

A

3

14+2

0 lbs

2/2

None

No

Al

LOX/RP

73,465

B

4

14+2

0 lbs

3/2

Hard

Yes

Al

LOX/C�

86,240

C

4

14+2

30,000

3/2

Inflatable

Yes

Ti alloy

H2O2'RP

145,383

D

5

14+2

0

3/1

None

No

Al

LOX/RP

77,488

E

5

14+2

10,000

3/2

Hard

Yes

Al

LOX/LH2

1 1 7560

F

5

14+2

20,000

3/1

Inflatable

Yes

Ti alloy

LOX/C�

122,802

G

7

14+2

10,000

2/2

Hard

Yes

Al

LOX/LH2

124,29 1

H

7

14+2

30,000

2/2

Inflatable

Yes

Ti alloy

H2/O2'RP

152,618

I

9

14+2

1 0,000

3/1

Inflatable

Yes

Ti alloy

LOX/RP

1 12,162

J

9

14+2

30,000

3/2

None

No

Al

LOX/LH2

171 ,203

3.3

Application of Decision Analysis and Results

The relative scores for these ST alternatives against want objectives 1-4 are shown in
Table 3-2 through Table 3- 1 1 . The rationale for each score is given, the weighted score is
computed, and the total weighted score for each alternative is shown. ST B scores the highest
(Total Weighted Score of 181) although it carries no payload because it is the lightest vehicle in
the trade and it has EVA capability. The lowest scoring vehicle is ST J, mostly due to its high
GLOW. Though ST J has no EVA capability and is only single-fault tolerant in its fuel cells, it is
still the heaviest vehicle of those in the trade. This shows how much crew quantity,
Unpressurized Cargo weight, structure material and propellant choice can affect the ST GLOW.
ST C, which has the additional capability of EVA, is nearly 26,000 lb lighter than J because of
the reduced crew, titanium alloy primary structure and H202'RP propellant choices.
Looking at the top three scores (STs B, E and G), we can evaluate whether the highest
scoring vehicle is truly the best choice. ST B has near the minimal number of crew to perform an
ISS crew rotation mission. This only provides a single person to assist with ISS logistics. Upon
return, three of the crew will be deconditioned, which leaves a single healthy crewmember to fly
the vehicle. This may be considered risky, but ST B's weight makes it attractive. Also, ST B
utilizes a LOX/C� OMS system, which would require a significant amount of development. ST
G has 7 crewmembers, can carry 10,000 lb of Unpressurized Cargo and uses a better-known
LOX/LH2 OMS system, but it has no redundancy in fuel cells and is the heaviest of these three
vehicles. It is the author' s opinion that ST E would be the best choice. There is a sufficient
number of crew to alleviate the worries of crew redundancy upon return. It has some cargo
capacity (10,000 lb), EVA capability and some fuel cell redundancy. It also uses a LOX/LH2
OMS system and is the 5 th lightest vehicle in this trade.
Table 3-2 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST A
Want

Score for

Objective

ST A

1

10

Lightest weight vehicle

1 00

2

1

No EVA capability

8

3

1

No Unpressurized Cargo capacity

5

4

1

No fuel cell redundancy

4

Rationale

Weighted
Score

Total Weighted Score

74

117

Table 3-3 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST B
Want

Score for

Objective

ST B

Rationale

Weighted
Score

rd

1

8

3 lightest weight vehicle

80

2

10

Hard airlock provides EMU stowage volume, known

80

technology
3

1

No Unpressurized Cargo capacity

5

4

4

Single fault tolerant fuel cells

16
Total Weighted Score

181

Table 3-4 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST C
Want

Score for

Objective

ST C

Rationale

Weighted
Score

1

3

3 heaviest vehicle

30

2

8

Inflatable airlock provides no volume for EMU stowage,

16

rd

technology not proven
3

10

Fully meets want for 30,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

50

4

4

Single fault tolerant fuel cells

16
Total Weighted Score

112

Table 3-5 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST D
Want

Score for

Objective

ST D

1

9

2nd lightest vehicle

90

2

1

No EVA capability

8

3

1

No Unpressurized Cargo capacity

5

4

8

Two-fault tolerant fuel cells

32

Weighted

Rationale

Score

Total Weighted Score · 135

75

Table 3-6 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST E
Weighted

Rationale

Want

Score for

Objective

ST E

1

6

5iii lightest vehicle

60

2

10

Hard airlock provides EMU stowage volume, known

80

Score

technology
3

4

Only carries 1/3 of the wanted Unpressurized Cargo

20

4

4

Single fault tolerant

16
Total Weighted Score

176

Table 3-7 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST F
Want

Score for

Objective

ST F

Weighted

Rationale

Score

1

s

55 heaviest vehicle

50

2

8

Inflatable airlock provides no volume for EMU stowage,

16

technology not proven
3

7

Carries 2/3 of the wanted Unpressurized Cargo

35

4

8

Two-fault tolerant fuel cells

32
Total Weighted Score

133

Table 3-8 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST G
Want

Score for

Objective

ST G

Weighted

Rationale

Score
II

1

4

4 heaviest vehicle

40

2

10

Hard airlock provides EMU stowage volume, known

80

technology
3

4

Only carries 1/3 of the wanted Unpressurized Cargo

20

4

1

No fuel cell redundancy

4
Total Weighted Score

76

144

Table 3-9 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST H
Want

Score for

Objective

ST H

Rationale

Weighted
Score

id

1

2

2 heaviest vehicle

20

2

8

Inflatable airlock provides no volume for EMU stowage,

16

technology not proven
3

10

Fully meets want for 30,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

50

4

1

No fuel cell redundancy

4
Total Weighted Score

90

Table 3-10 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST I
Want

Score for

Objective

ST I

1

7

4 lightest vehicle

70

2

8

Inflatable airlock provides no volume for EMU stowage,

16

Rationale

Weighted
Score

i&

technology not proven
3

4

Only carries 1/3 of the wanted Unpressurized Cargo

20

4

8

Two-fault tolerant fuel cells

32
Total Weighted Score

138

Table 3-11 Kepner-Tregoe Scores for ST J
Want

Score for

Objective

ST J

1

1

Heaviest vehicle

10

2

1

No EVA capability

8

3

10

Fully meets want for 30,000 lb Unpressurized Cargo

50

4

4

Single fault tolerant

16

Weighted

Rationale

Score

Total Weighted Score

77
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4.0 Conclusions
The utility of the Lockheed Martin Space Transport Weights & Sizing Tool reaches far
beyond the task of predicting vehicle weight and size. The effects of variations in requirements,
configuration and technology choices on vehicle GLOW can be assessed quickly. The
modularity of the Tool enables the user to expand its capability by building in more configuration
and technology choices. Just as the Ti Material Reduction Factors and Crew Escape calculations
were added, numerous other system and subsystem alternatives can be added to further expand
the capability of the Tool.
The results presented in section 2.3.2 can be used to conclude some basic rules of thumb
to estimate the cost (in lb of GLOW) for increased vehicle functionality and redundancy.
Depending on mission duration, the increase in ST GLOW for adding a third, sixth or ninth
crewmember, which adds an additional row to the ST, is 5,600-6,200 lb. Adding a full row,
meaning the ST crew increases from 2 to 5, 5 to 8 or 8 to 1 1 , increases the vehicle GLOW by
7,700-9, 100 lb. This again depends on mission duration. GLOW increases due to variations in
mission d�ration can be summarized based on the number of crew rows, as in Table 4-1 .
From.fiigure 2- 19, it is learned that the cost for additional payload can be summarized as
2.5 lb G;LQ�/lb of Unpressurized Cargo. This rule of thumb applies to both multi-crewed ST
vehicles and·c�go Ferry Vehicles since the slopes of the lines are all equal. This is due to the
linear relationship between Unpressurized Payload Bay length and weight of Unpressurized
Cargo. The effect on ST GLOW of incrementally adding ISPRs or R/F Racks depends on vehicle
fuselage diameter. From Figure 2-21, for a fuselage diameter of 16 ft, the effect can be stated as
~8,800 lb GLOW/4 racks added. For the 1 1 -ft fuselage diameter, the increase can be expressed
as ~6,600 lb GLOW/2 racks added.
Since engine lsp is directly related to propellant choice, it is expected that the change in
GLOW per additional fps OMS delta-v is also dependent on propellant choice. Table 4-2
summarizes the cost of additional OMS delta-v based on the propellant choices studied. Note, the
curves in Figure 2-22 are not quite linear, though they are very close. The relationships in Table
4-2 are approximations.
Though there is not a linear relationship between ST GLOW and OMS engine nozzle
area ratio, plotting Figure 2-23 with OMS thrust-to-weight ratio as the abscissa shows a nearly
linear relationship. See Figure 4-1 . For a LOX/LH2 OMS system with AJA1 = 100/1, vehicle
GLOW increases approximately 920 lb for a 0.05 increase in T/W. For the same system with
area ratios of either 50/1 or 25/1 , the increase in GLOW is about 860 lb for an increase in T/W of
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Table.4-1 Increase in ST GLOW resulting from incremental increases in mission duration

Crew Row Number of

Increase in GLOW per additional

Quantity

Crew

4 days mission duration

1

2

~2,200 lb

2

3-5

~2,600 lb

3

6-8

~3,000 lb

4

9-11

~3,400 lb

Table 4-2 Increase in ST GLOW as a result of OMS delta-v increase

Propellant

�GLOW per

Choice

fps OMS delta-v increase

LOXILH2

~50 lb

LOX/C�

~46 lb

LOX/RP

~43 lb

H2O2'RP

~42 lb
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0.05. Figure 4- 1 also shows that the effect of cutting the engine nozzle area ratio in half is to add
2,200-2,600 lb to the vehicle GLOW.
Vehicle total power system weight, as shown in Figure 2-25, is a linear function of steady
state power required. For every 1 kW increase in steady state power required, the total power
system weight increases by -256 lb. Though the power system grows 256 lb/kW, the ST must
also grow to accommodate this extra weight. The reactant dewars and the fuselage segment that
houses them, the wings, tails, OMS and TCS, to name a few, must all grow. The increase in
Space Transport GLOW as a result of the steady state power increase is much more. Talcing into
account these other vehicle subsystem growths, the All ISPRs and All RIF Racks lines in Figure 228 can be compared for the same total number of racks. The increase in ST GLOW caused by the
need to supply power to R/F Racks can be summarized as -1 ,860 lb GLOW per R/F Rack. With
a power margin on the payload of 20%, a single R/F Rack requires a maximum of 1 .26 kW of
continuous power. This translates to a ST GLOW increase of 1 860/L26 = 1 ,476 lb GLOW/kW.
The effect of increased redundancy in the power generation system was explored in
Figure 2-26. Two rules of thumb can be concluded from these data. For a system which requires
two fuel cells to meet vehicle steady state power needs, ST GLOW increases ~400 lb with each
additional fault tolerance gain. This means that adding a third fuel cell to a system that requires
two, thus malcing the system single-fault tolerant, increases the vehicle GLOW by about 400 lb.
Adding a fourth fuel cell (two-fault tolerance) increases the GLOW by another 400 lb. Similarly,
for a system in which the fuel cells are sized so that one produces enough power for steady state
needs, each additional gain in fault-tolerance increases vehicle GLOW by ~800 lb. The cost in
weight for redundancy of a single system is much smaller than the cost for additional crew,
payload or OMS delta-v, but to increase the redundancy throughout the vehicle can have a
cumulative weight impact.
The Kepner-Tregoe analysis performed in section 3.0 illustrates how the Tool enables
trade studies on total vehicle functionality. Once the Tool is built around a particular Reference
Vehicle, weight estimates can be performed for a broad range of vehicle requirements and
technology choices to produce a vast number of possible vehicle scenarios in a short amount of
time. The ten alternative Space Transports generated for the K-T analysis in this paper are just a
small sample of the possible configurations. It is important to remember that the lightest vehicle
that meets a given set of requirements may not be the best vehicle choice. Users of the Tool must
know the basis and assumptions on which it was built, as well as the consequences of any
particular configuration choice.
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